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CLAIMANT'S QUESTIONS OF LAW (handwritten - pages 1 and 3), Dated 
August 13, 2012, filed August 13, 2012 ............................................................................. 1684, V2 
CLAIMANT'S QUESTIONS OF LAW (handwritten - 3 pages), Dated August 13, 
2012, filed August 13, 2012 ................................................................................................ 1686, V2 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwritten-
2 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................................................... 1401, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwritten-
3 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................................................... 1410, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwritten-
8 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................................................... 1413, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwritten-
6 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................................................... 1421, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwritten-
3 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................................................... 1427, Vl 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwlitten -
3 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................................................... 1430, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwritten-
4 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................................................... 1433, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwritten-
2 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................................................... 1437, VI 
AUGMENTED INDEX (S.C. # 40016-2012 RE: JAMES W. CLARK) - 4 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwritten-
2 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................................................... 1439, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwritten-
11 pages), filed July31, 2012 ............................................................................................. 1441, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQlJEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwritten-
8 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................................................... 1452, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS with fax cover sheet, 
(typed/handwritten - 9 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................. 1460, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwritten-
153 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ........................................................................................... 1469, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS, (typed/handwritten-
6 pages), filed August 27, 2012 .......................................................................................... 1788, V2 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR CLERK OF AGENCY RECORDS TO INCLUDE 
WHAT RECORDS ARE BEING ASKED TO HAVE REMOVED OR DELETED 
OR STRICKEN IN THE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE, (handwritten 3 pages), 
filed August 6, 2012 ............................................................................................................ 1657, V2 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR CORRECTION OF FILLING, (typed/handwritten-
2 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................................................... 1403, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR CORRECTION OF FILLING, (typed/handwritten-
5 pages), filed July 31, 2012 ............................................................................................... 1405, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR EXPLANATION FOR THE ALTERATIONS 
OF REPORT AND OTHER MEDICAL REPORTS, dated July 30,2012, 
(handwritten - 2 pages w/attachment), filed July 30,2012 ................................................ 1395, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR EXPLANATION FOR THE ALTERATIONS 
OF REPORT AND OTHER MEDICAL REPORTS, dated July 30,2012, 
(handwritten - 2 pages w/attachment), filed July 30, 2012 ................................................ 1398, VI 
CLAIMANT'S REQUESTING A MOTION TO PRODUCE A DOCUMENT 
TO STATEMENT MADE BY RACHAEL M. O'BAR, (handwritten-4 pages) 
Filed August 21, 2012 ......................................................................................................... 1750, V2 
CLAIMANT'S RESPONSE TO COMMISSION AUG 1,2012 ORDER, 
(handwritten - 2 pages), filed August 2, 2012 .................................................................... 1631, V2 
CLAIMANT'S RESPONSE TO MS. WILSON CLERK OF THE RECORDS 
CALL ON AUGUST 14,2012 (handwritten - 11 pages), filed August 15,2012 ............. 1715, V2 
AUGMENTED INDEX (S.c. # 40016-2012 RE: JAMES W. CLARK) - 5 
CLAlMANT'S RESPONSE TO ORDER REGARDING HEARING WORKSHEET 
ANTI OTHER MATTERS, (typed - 10 pages), filed August 23, 2012 ............................. 1758, V2 
CLAIMANT'S RESPONSE TO VACATE HEARING OF AUGUST 20,2012 
ANV OTHER MATTERS, (handwritten - 6 pages), filed August 16,2012 ..................... 1729, V2 
CLAIMfu~T'S SECOND CORRECTION TO WORDINGS OF COURT 
RESPONSE TO ORDER REGARDING HEARING WORKSHEET AND 
OTHER MATTERS (10 pages), faxed August 29, 2012, hard copy filed 
September 4, 2012 .............................................................................................................. 1817, V2 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S REQUESTS 
FOR DELETION OF AGENCY RECORDS, filed August l3, 2012 ................................ 1693, V2 
DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE WITH INDUSTRIAL COMMISION 
ORDER REGARDING HEARING WORKSHEET, filed August 16,2012 ..................... 1741, V2 
DEFENDANTS' WORKSHEET, filed August 16, 2012 .................................................. 1740, V2 
LETTER FROM INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION TO JAMES W. CLARK (retuming 
unfiled document), dated August 2, 2012 ........................................................................... 1628, V2 
LETTER FROM INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION TO JAMES W. CLARK (retuming 
unfiled document), dated August 6, 20 12 ........................................................................... 1656, V2 
LETTER FROM THE I1\TDUSTRIAL COMMISSION TO JAMES W. CLARK 
(retuming unfiled document), dated August 8, 2012 .......................................................... 1668, V2 
LETTER FROM THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION TO JAMES W. CLARK 
(retuming unfiled document), dated August 14, 2012 ........................................................ 1706, V2 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME BY CLERK OF ADMINISTRATIVE 
AGENCY, dated August 20, 2012 ...................................................................................... 1743, V2 
NOTICE OF COMPLETION OF AUGMENTED RECORD, dated September 7, 
2012 .................................................................................................................................... 1832, V2 
NOTICE OF HEARING, filed August 9, 2012 .................................................................. 1676, V2 
NOTICE OF HEARING, filed August 22, 2012 ............................... : ................................ 1755, V2 
ORDER DENYING APPELLANT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS 
PURSUANT TO LA.R. 29(a), filed August 1, 2012 .......................................................... 1624, V2 
ORDER DENYING REQUESTS FOR DELETIONS TO THE RECORD, 
filed August 24, 2012 .................................................. ...................................................... .. 1768, V2 
AUGMENTED INDEX (S.c. # 40016-2012 RE: JAMES W. CLARK) - 6 
ORDER GRANTING CLERK'S MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME, 
dated August 23, 2012 ........................................................................................................ 1757, V2 
ORDER REGARDING HEARING WORKSHEET, filed August 16,2012 ..................... 1736, V2 
ORDER (Supreme Court), dated August 31, 2012 ............................................................. 1829, V2 
ORDER VACATING HEARING, filed August 16, 2012 ................................................. 1727, V2 
AUGMENTED INDEX (S.c. # 40016-2012 RE: JAMES W. CLARK) - 7 
AUGMENTED LIST OF EXHIBITS 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT: TAKEN AUGUST 23,2012 RE: JAMES \V. CLARK 
TO BE LODGED WITH THE SUPREl\1E COURT. 
CLAIMANT'S EXHIBITS: None. 
DEFENDANTS' EXHIBITS: None. 
ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS: None. 
AUGMENTED LIST OF EXHIBITS 
(S.c. # 40016-2012 RE: JAIVIES "V. CLARK)- (i) 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
FI E 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
I hereby certify that on the 1st day of August, 2012, a true and correct copy of: 
1. Claimant's request for explanation regarding alterations of report and other medical 
report (3 faxed pages), filed July 30, 2012; 
2. Claimant's request for explanation regarding alterations of report and other medical 
report (3 faxed pages), filed July 30, 2012; 
3. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (2 faxed pages), filed July 31,2012; 
4. Claimant's Request for Correction of Filing (2 faxed pages), filed July 31, 2012; 
5. Claimant's Request for Correction of Filing (5 faxed pages), filed July 31, 2012; 
6. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (3 faxed pages), filed July 31,2012; 
7. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (8 faxed pages), filed July 31, 2012; 
8. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (6 faxed pages), filed July 31, 2012; 
9. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (3 faxed pages), filed July 31,2012; 
10. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (3 faxed pages), filed July 31, 2012; 
11. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (2 faxed pages), filed July 31, 2012; 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
/ 
12. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (2 faxed pages), filed July 31, 2012; 
13. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (11 faxed pages), filed July 31, 2012; 
14. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (8 faxed pages), filed July 31,2012; 
15. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (4 faxed pages), filed July 31,2012; 
16. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (9 faxed pages), filed July 31, 2012; 
17. Claimant's Request for Additional Records (153 faxed pages), filed July 31,2012; 
each filed in the above matter, was served by regular United States Mail upon the following: 
ALAN HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
cc: JAMES W. CLARK 
via Fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 2 
1 
AL CPY(WSSION 
~!I-/ ' V 
Marie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant! Appellant, 
v. 
CRYBABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




ORDER DENYING APPELLANT'S 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORDS 
PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 29(a) 
On July 30, 2012, Claimant/Appellant filed two, nearly identical, requests for the Idaho 
Industrial Commission (Commission) to explain alterations to reports. Claimant does not state 
any legal grounds for his request. Further, the Commission has not altered any reports pertaining 
to Claimant's case. 
On July 31, 2012, Claimant! Appellant filed 14 separate requests for additional records. 
Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 29(a) provides an opportunity for Claimant!Appellant to file a 
request for additions to the record. 
Claimant/Appellant's filings present argument on the merits of the case and statements of 
fact that Claimant/Appellant wants included in the record. None of the requests contain a 
ORDER DENYING APPELLANT'S REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORDS PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 29 - 1 
/ 
specific request for a single document that can be identified as having been filed with the 
Commission in connection with this case. Further, the record as served on the parties on July 18, 
2012, contains the entire Commission file. There are no additional documents to be added. 
Therefore, Claimant!Appellant's request for additional records is DENIED. 
As set forth above, Claimant! Appellant has filed 16 requests in two days, including one 
153 page fax. The tremendous energy spent processing these documents, serving them on the 
other party, and responding to Claimant!Appellant's telephone calls are an onerous burden on the 
Commission's resources. Due to the voluminous filing by Claimant!Appellant, and the above 
ruling, the Commission orders that Claimant! Appellant cease filing any further requests. 
The Commission hereby DENIES Claimant!Appellant's request for additional documents 
under I.A.R. 29 and hereby orders that Claimant! Appellant cease filing any further requests. 
Any further requests from Claimant! Appellant will be returned unfiled. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this l ~f- day of_-,-Ikt-=+,lh=f7.."-f--__ , 2012. 
INDUSTRlAL COMMISSION 
ORDER DENYING APPELLANT'S REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORDS PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 29 - 2 
J 2 
ORDER DENYING APPELLANT'S REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORDS PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 29 - 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the k Sr-day of ~Uhr, 2012 a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing ORDER DENYI TG APPELLANT S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
RECORDS PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 29 was served by regular United States Mail upon each of 
the following persons: 
ALANKHULL 
RACHAEL M O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
And via fax upon: 
JAMES W CLARK 
FAX# (360) 719-2581 
ORDER DENYING APPELLANT'S REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORDS PURSUANT TO LA.R. 29 - 4 
IDAHO INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
C.L "BuTCH" OTTER, GOVERNOR 
August 2, 2012 
JAMES W CLARK 
3515 HARNEY ST 
VANCOUVER WA 98660 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0041 
(208) 334-6000 - FAX (208) 334-2321 
J -800-950-211 0 
COMMISSIONERS 
Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chaicrnan 
Thomas P. Baskin 
R.D. Maynard 
Mindy Montgomery, Director 
Re: James W. Clark v. Cry Baby Foods, LLC, and Idaho State Insurance Fund 
S.C. Appeal Docket # 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
Please be advised that the Industrial Commission has no authority to act under Title 44 of 
the Idaho Code. Consequently, I am returning, un(i/ed, your First Filing of Title 44 Chapter 14 
Employers' Liability Act 44-1407. 
Furthermore, you are directed to the Order Denying Appellant's Request for Additional 
Records Pursuant to LA.R. 29, filed August 1,2012, and served upon you via fax on said date, 
which states, "The Commission hereby DENIES Claimant/Appellant's request for additional 
documents under I.A.R. 29 and hereby orders that Claimantl Appellant cease filing any further 
requests. Any further requests from Claimant! Appellant will be returned unfiled." 
MW/mw 
cc: Alan Hull wlo enc. 
Rachael O'Bar wlo enc. 
MARIE WILSON 
Adjudication Legal Supervisor 
700 So. Cleanvater Ln., Boise, ID 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
Aug 01 1203:51p James Clark 
James W C!ark 











CRYBABY FOODS, LLC, Employer, 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCY'S 
RECORDS & CLAIMANTS REQUEST 
FOR THE DELETION OF RECORDS 
PURSUANT TO LA.R. 29(a) 
THE APPELLANT, CLAIMANT IS REQUESTING THE DElETIONS OF THESE STATEMENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGLAS DONOHUE REFEREIE OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MALICIOUS USE OF TRUE INFOHMATION IN 
ADDITION, THE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FALSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEFENDANT'S ATTORNEYS. In addition, the deletion of claimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
thls matter under the Idaho state court of appeal RULE 29(A}. 
Page 1 of ;)-
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The sad thing is everything that appellant is requesting to be deleted has already been 
published and everv day that it is allow to be published on the states web site it is destroying 
the integrity and who I was as a person before the accident that almost took MY life why??? 
Just not to take responsibility of an accident that is and was proven by O.S.H.A rules 100% the 
fault of my employer that led to my near death experience. 
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CRYBABY FOODS, LLC, Employer, 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTR~Al COMMISSiON NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCY'S 
HECORDS & CLAIMANTS REQUEST 
FOR THE DELETION OF RECORDS 
PURSUANTTO I.A.R. 30(a) 
THE APPELLANT, CLAIMANT IS REQUESTING THE DELETIONS OF THESE STATEMENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGLAS DONOHUE REFEREE Of THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MALICIOUS USE OF TRUE INFORMATION IN 
ADDITION, THE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FALSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEFENDJ\NT'S ATTORNEYS. In addition, the deletion of claimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the .idaho state COUlrt of appeal RULE 29(A}. 
I 
08/02/2012 THU 11:25 [TXlRX NO 8056] 141001 
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J ERRY J . GOICOECHEA 
ROG ER L. BROW N' 
~Of Idaho & Cafifomia Bar 
/ )/ ) -
St. Mary's Crossing 
2537 W . State Street 
Suire ,30 
P.O . Box 61 90 
Boise, !D 83707 -6 190 
Boise 
(208 ) 3 36-6 400 
FAX 
(20 8) 336-6404 
OTHER OFACE LOCA 110l\lS 
Twm Fa lls - Burley 
Idaho Falls 
Ell\! 82-0366626 




James Clark 0-719-2 58 1 
Goicoechea Law Offices 
James Clark / 
10402 Rallr6ad Lane 
PayetteMaho 83661 
(208).4'05-9538 (H) _ 1/8) 642-2810 (Msg.) 
October 15, 2008 
Re: Your Workers' Compensation Claim 
Date of A ccident: April 17, 2008 
Dear Mr. C lark: 
p.3 
Thank you for contacting Goicoechea Law Offices, Chtd_ regarding your 
workers' compensation claim . Unfortunately, I regret to infonn you that our 
office is unable to represent you in this matter. As Paula mentioned to you 
this morning via telephone, my associate, Roger Brown, will be leaving our 
firm. As such, I wf!i be taking over a portion of h is current case load and will 
not have the time necessary to dedicate to your case. 
You may wish to contact Idaho State Bar Referral Servlces at 525 West 
Jefferson, Boise , Idaho 83702, (208) 334-4500. 
Thank you for contaGting Goicoechea Law Offices and I wish you the best of 
luck in pursuing your claim. 





G01COECHEA LAW OFFICE, CHTD. 
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CRYBABY FOODS, LLC, Employer, 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJ ECTiON TO AGENCY'S 
RECORDS & CLAIMANTS REQUEST 
FOR THE DELETION OF RECORDS 
PURSUANTTO I.A.R. 30(a) 
THE APPELLANT, CLAIMANT IS REQUESTING THE DELETIONS OF THESE STATEMENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGLAS DONOHUE REFEREE OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MALICIOUS USE OF TRUE INFORMATiON IN 
ADDITION, THE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FALSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEFEND/\NT'S ATIORNEYS. In addition, the deletion of claimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the Idaho state court of appeal RULE 29(A). 
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CRYBABY FOODS, LLC, Employer, 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCY'S 
RECORDS & CLAIMANTS REQUEST 
FOR THE DELETION OF RECORDS 
PURSUANT TO LA.R. 30(a) 
THE APPELLANT, CLAIMANT IS REQUESTING THE DELETIONS OF THESE STATEMENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGLAS DONOHUE REFEREE OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MALICIOUS USE OF TRUE INFORMATION IN 
ADDITION, THE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FALSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEFENDANT'S ATTORNEYS. In addition, the deletion of claimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the Idaho state court of appeal RULE 29(A). 
E 
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Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 2nd day of August, 2012, a true and COlTect copy of: 
l. Claimant's Objection to Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of 
Records Pursuant to I.A.R. 29(a), filed August 1,2012 (2 pages); 
2. Claimant's Objection to Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of 
Records Pursuant to I.AR. 30(a), filed August 2,2012 (4 pages); 
3. Claimant's Objection to Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of 
Records Pursuant to I.AR. 30(a), filed August 2,2012 (3 pages); 
4. Claimant's Objection to Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of 
Records Pursuant to I.AR. 30(a), filed August 2,2012 (3 pages); 
5. Appellant/Claimant's Response to Commission August 1, 2012 Order, filed August 2, 
2012 (2 pages); 
each filed in the above matter, was served by regular United States Mail upon the following: 
ALAN HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
cc: JAMES W. CLARK 
via fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 2 
Marie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
Aug 03 12 02:37p James Clark 0-719-2581 p,1 / 
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fax number_ 1-360-719-2581 
Appellant, 
-719-2581 p.2 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES CLARK, 
Claimant, Appella nt, 
v. 
CRYBABY FOODS, LLC, Employe!', 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRtAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCY'S 
RECORDS & CLAIMANTS REQUEST 
FOR THE DELETION OF RECORDS 
PURSUANT TO LA.R. 30{a) 
THE APPELLANT, CLAIMANT IS REQUESTING THE DELETIONS OF THESE STATEMENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGLAS DONOHUE REFEREE OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MAUaOUS USE OF TRUE JNFORMATION IN 
ADDITION, THE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FALSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEFENDANT'S ATTORNEYS. In addition, the deletion of claimant's 
attorney statement's in additionr the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the Idaho state court of appeal RULE 29(1'). 
Page 1 of 2---
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAM ES CLARK, 
Claimant, Appellant, 
v. 
CRYBABY FOODS, LLC, Employer, 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCY'S 
RECORDS & CLAIMANTS REQUEST 
FOR THE DELETION OF RECORDS 
PURSUANT TO LA.R. 30(a) 
THE APPELLANT, CLAIMANT lS REQUESTING THE DELETIONS OFTHESE STATEMENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGlAS DONOHUE REFEREE OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MALICIOUS USE OF TRUE INFORMATION IN 
ADDITION, THE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FALSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEFENDANT'S ATTORNEYS. In addition, the deletion of claimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the Idaho state court of appeal RULE 29(A). 
Page 1 of 2--
Aug 03 12 02:23p James Clark 
719-2581 p2 
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CRYBABY FOODS, LlC, Employer,. 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND" 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCY~S 
RECORDS & CLAIMANTS REQUEST 
FORTHE DELETION OF RECORDS 
PURSUANT TO LA.R. 30(a) 
THE APPELLANT, CLAIMANT IS REQUESTING THE DELETIONS OF THESE STATEMENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGLAS DONOHUE REFEREE OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
AND FAlSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MALICIOUS USE OF TRUE INFORMATlON IN 
ADDITION, THE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND fAi5E 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEFENDANT'S ATIORNEY$. In addition, the deletEon of claimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the Idaho state court of appeal RULE 29(A). 
Page :l of 2.---
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Aug 03 1202:16p James Clark 
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CRYBABY FOODS, LLC1 Employer, 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCY'S 
RECORDS & CLAJMANTS REQUEST 
FOR THE DELETION OF RECORDS 
PURSUANT TO LA.R. 30(a} 
THE APPELLANT, CLAIMANT IS REQUESTING THE DELETIONS OF THESE STATEMENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGlAS DONOHUE REFEREE OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MAUCIOUS USE OF TRUE INFORMATION IN 
ADDITION, THE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FALSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEFENOANrS ATTORNEYS. In addition, the deletion of claimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the Idaho state court of appea~ RULE 29(A). 
Page 1. of :2---
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
FI E 
I hereby certify that on the 6th day of August, 2012, a true and correct copy of: 
1. Claimant's Objection to Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of 
Records Pursuant to LA.R. 30(a), filed August 3, 2012 (2 pages); 
2. Claimant's Objection to Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of 
Records Pursuant to LA.R. 30(a), filed August 3, 2012 (2 pages); 
3. Claimant's Objection to Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of 
Records Pursuant to LA.R. 30(a), filed August 3, 2012 (2 pages); and 
4. Claimant's Certificate of Service, filed August 3, 2012, with Claimant's Objection to 
Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of Records Pursuant to I.A.R. 
30(a), attached thereto, (3 pages); 
each filed in the above matter, were served by regular United States Mail upon the following: 
ALAN HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
J 
cc: JAMES W. CLARK 
via fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 2 
Marie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
IDAHO INDUSTRIAL COl\1MISSION 
CL "BeTCH" OTTER, GOVERNOR 
August 6, 2012 
JAMES W CLARK 
3515 HARNEY ST 
VANCOUVER W A 98660 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0041 
(208) 334-6000 - EA,X (208) 334-2321 
J -800-950-2110 
CO\1MISSIONERS 
Thomas E, Limbaugh, Chairman 
Thomas P. Baskin 
R,a. Maynard 
Mindy Montgomery, Director 
Re: James W, Clark v. Cry Baby Foods, LLC, and Idaho State Insurance Fund 
S.c. Appeal Docket # 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
I am returning, ul1{iled, your faxed notice indicating that you served your "First Filing of 
Title 44 Chapter 14 Employers' Liability Act 44-1407," which included a copy of that document. 
On August 2,2012, I sent you a letter returning your document to you, unfiled, for the reason 
that the Industrial Commission has no authority to act under Title 44. Since your document was 
returned to you, unfiled, your notice of service is also being returned to for the same reason. 
MW/mw 
cc: Alan Hull wlo enc. 
Rachael O'Bar wlo enc. 
~yr", y,' /~:/'/,", " ' 
ii/ -<..0///'7 
i //1 /'! 
, // / U~~{·rL,/' " (--
MARIE WILSON 
Adjudication Legal Supervisor 
700 So. CJearv,'ater Ln .. Boise. ID 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
I~ 
0-719-2581 p.1 
Aug 061209:47a James Clark 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
E 
COMMISSION 
I hereby certifY that on the 6th day of August, 2012, a true and correct copy of: 
1. Claimant's request for clerk to include in the certificate of service what records 
are requested to be removed or deleted or stricken, filed on August 6, 2012, in the above matter, 
was served by regular United States Mail upon the following: 
ALAN HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
cc: JAMES W. CLARK 
via fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
Marie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
/ 
Aug 06 12 03:55p James Clark 
James W Clark 







BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAM ES CLARK, 
Claimant, Appellant, 
v. 
CRYBABY FOODS, LLC, Employer, 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety; 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCY~S 
RECORDS & CLAIMANTS REQUEST 
FOR THE DELETION OF RECORDS L 
@ kuzc-J.-IOJ"l 10 T~\f' 
PURSUANT TO LA.R. 30(a} 
THE APPELLANT, CLAIMANT IS FtEQUESTING THE DElETIONS OF THESE STATEMENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGLAS DONOHUE REFEREE OF THE INDUSTRIAl COM MISSION 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MAUCIOUS USE OF TRUE INFORMATION IN 
ADDITION, mE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FALSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEFEND.ANT'S ATTORNEYS. In addition, the deletion of claimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the Idaho state court of appeal RULE 29{A}. 
Page 1 of 1---
j 
Aug 0612 03:56p James Clark 719-2581 p.2 
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BEFOR THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF mE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK 
Claimant, 
v, 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer 
IDAHO STATE INSURACE FUND 
Surety, 
RESPONDAN T Defendants 
SC DOCKET 40016-20212 
I.C No. 2008-013505 
APPELLANTS ,CLAIMANT 
RESPONSE TO COMMlSSION 
ODER OF AUG 1 2012 
p.1 
MS Marie Wilson in our telephone conversation and in response to the letter 
claimant received today. Appellant, claimant ask you about my filing of 
august 2 2012 witch stated; 
The claimant does not know how the rules work and is doing the best 
that he can in following the runes. Is it overwhelming yes. And that I object to 
the commission order and to allow the filings to move forward. 
Is the commission saying in there order filed that if Claimant does not have a 
right MS Wilson to move fonvard ifhe can show that the appellant,claimant has 
made a good faith in the filing of appellant, claimants appeal. 
Due to the fact that you MS Wilson continue to delay my questions for I am iIi 
limbo tell the commission responds to my response to the order to stop filing. 
08/06/2012 MON 14:36 [TX/RX NO 8091] 141001 
j 
Aug 06 1201 :32p James Clark .719-2581 p,2 
Due to the fact the claimant is trying the best knowing that I still have to wait for 
your answer because I DONT knows the proper way. And that was my question 
just because I miss stated a rule to have things filed in the records and knowing for 
a fact that what I am asking due to what is moving forward for. Is the commission 
stating that if I don't have every peace wording and case laws and every word are 
stamen correct that it will not be filed? 
Due the fact that there order is infect relayed to the filing to the Supreme Court this 
filing needs an answer from the commission. Dou to the fact that as you told me 
the commission has a right to file document then white out the filing date and then 
send them back to appellant claimant as not filed.. 
Appellant, claimant response to commission august 1,2012 filings of order to stop 
filing. The appellant, claimant needs to know will my filings still be forward if I 
mistakenly do not put the proper wording in place that the commission will not 
allow to go forvvard. The claimant due to the fact would also not tell me if the 
records had already been sent. Is that why you worded it in the manner you did. 
and I am asking if appellant, claimant was to file in the proper way would \\>'hat I 
sent be stamp filed and then whited out and send it back as not file. Is the 
commission making on to believe, that the appellant cannot file any thing if it was 
filed properly our not that it will be sent back UN filed based on the order of 
august 12012. 
08/06/2012 MON 14:36 [TX/RX NO 8091] 141002 
Aug 06 12 12:57p James Clark 719-2581 p,1 
BEFOR THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK 
Claimant, SC DOCKET 40016-20212 
v, I.e No. 2008-013505 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer 
IDAHO STATE INSURACE FUND 
APPELLANTS ,CLAIMANT 
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION 
ODER OF AUG 1 2012 
Surety, 
RESPONDAN T Defendants 
MS Marie Wilson in our telephone conversation and in response to the letter 
claimant received today. Appenant~ claimant ask you about my filing of 
august 2 2012 witch stated; 
The claimant does not know how the rules work and is doing the best 
that he can in following the rulles. Is it overwhelming yes. And that I object to 
the commission order and to aJllow the filings to move forward. 
Claimant dose have a right MS 'Wilson to move forward ifbe can show that the 
appellant has made a good faith in the filing of appellant~ claimants appeaL 
And then miss Wilson for you to tell the appellant that you will not give him the 
date of filing and you will not tell me that actual dead line to have the record 
before the court of appeal. 
Due to the fact that you MS Wil80n continue to delay my questions for I am in 
limbo tell the commission responds to my response to the order to stop filing. 
08/0612012 MON 14:02 [TX/RX NO 8089J !4i001 
J 
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Due to the fact the claimant is trying the best knowing that I still have to wait for 
your come because I DONT knows the proper way. i\nd that was my question just 
because I miss stated a rule to have things filed in the records is the commission 
stating that if I don't have every peace wording and case laws and every word ore 
stamen correct that it will not be filed 
Due the fact that there order is infect relayed to the filing to the supreme court this 
filing neesi>an answer. Dou to the fact that as you told me the commission has a 
right to file document then white out the filing date and then send them back to 
appellant claimant as not filed. And then you say to me that's how it work not in 
the court I know. But I need an answer to; 
Appellant, claimant's response to commission august 1, 2012 filings of order to 
stop filing. Will my filings still be forward if I mistakenly do not put the proper 
wording in place that the commission will not allow to go forward? The claimant 
do the fact would also not tell me if the records had already been sent. Is that why 
you worded it in the manner you clid. and I am asking if appellant, claimant was to 
file in the proper way would what I sent be stamp filed and then whited out and 
send it back as not file. Is the commission making 1tllro believe, that the appellant 
cannot file any thing if it was filed properly our not that it will be sent back UN 
filed. 
08/06/2012 MON 14:02 [TXlRX NO 8089] 141002 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
E 
7 
I hereby certify that on the 7th day of August, 2012, a true and correct copy of: 
1. Claimant's Objection to Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of 
Records Objection to Transcript Pursuant to LA.R. 30(a), filed August 6,2012 (2 pages); 
2. Appellant's, Claimant Response to Commission Order of Aug 1 2012, (with handwritten 
changes), filed August 6, 2012 (2 pages); 
3. Appellant's, Claimant Response to Commission Order of Aug 1, 2012, filed August 6, 
2012 (2 pages); 
each filed in the above matter, were served by regular United States Mail upon the following: 
ALAN HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
cc: JAMES W. CLARK via fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
IDAHO INDUSTRIAL COJ\tlMISSION 
c.L. "BUTCH" OTTER, GOVERNOR 
August 8, 2012 
JAMES W CLARK 
3515 HARNEY ST 
VANCOUVER W A 98660 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0041 
(208) 334-6000 - EtVC (208) 334-2321 
1-800-950-2110 
COM1,1!SSIONERS 
Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman 
Thomas P. Baskin -
R.D. Maynard 
Mindy Montgomery. Director 
Re: James W. Clark v. Cry Baby Foods, LLC, and Idaho State Insurance Fund 
S.c. Appeal Docket # 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
Once again, I am returning your document entitled "First Filing of Title 44 Chapter 14 
Employers' Liability Act 44-1407," along with your request that the Commission forward this 
document to the State Insurance Fund. As stated twice before, the Industrial Commission does 
not have the authority to act under Title 44. Therefore, the Commission will not involve itself in 
this matter, nor will the Commission serve any parties on your behalf. 
MW/mw 
cc: Alan Hull wlo enc. 
Rachael O'Bar wlo enc. 
,/'l-:l 7 
Sin.cerefY'l ./ / 
.' I .J' 
( //1' //7,;1; // / // 
./ {ft{LV 
Mi\Rm WILSON 
Adjudication Legal Supervisor 
700 So. Clearwater Ln., Boise, ID 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
/ 
,-'\ug 07 12 03:17p James Clark 
James W Clark 







BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMtSSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAM ES CLARK, 
Claimant Appellant, 
v. 
CRYBABY FOODS, LLC, Employer, 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUNDI 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCY'S 
RECORDS & CLAIMANTS REQUEST 
FOR THE DELETION OF RECORDS 
PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 30(a) 
THE APPELLANT, CLAlMANT IS REQUESTING THE DELETiONS OF THESE STATEMIENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGLAS DONOHUE REFEREE OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MAUCIOUS USE OF TRUE INFORMATION IN 
ADDITION, THE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FALSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEFENDANT'S ATTORNEYS. In addition, the deletion of claimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the Idaho state court of appeal RULE 29(A). 
Pagelof ~ 
08/07/2012 TUE 16:21 [TX/RX NO 8109] 141001 
/ 
Aug 07 12 03:17p James Clark 0-719-2581 p.2 
The sad thing is everything that appellant is requesting to be deleted has already been 
published and every day that it is allow to be published on the states web site it is destroying 
the integrity and who I was as a person before the acddentthat almost took MY life why??? 
Just not to take responsibility of an accident that is and was proven by O.5.H.A rules 100% the 
fault of my employer that fed to my near death experience. 
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CRYBABY FOODS, LLC} Employer, 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUNDI 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCY'S 
RECORDS & CLAIMANTS HEQUEST 
FOR THE DELETION OF RECORDS 
PURSUANTTO LA.R. 30(a) 
THE APPELLANT, CLAIMANT IS REQUESTING THE DELETIONS OF THESE STATEMENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGLAS DONOHUE REFEREE OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MAL/ClOUS USE OF TRUE INFORMATION IN 
ADDITION, THE DElETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FALSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEFENDJ~NT'S ATTORNEYS. In addition, the deletion of claimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the Idaho state court of appeal RULE 29(A). 
Page lof 
I~ 71 
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The sad thing is everything that appellant IS requesting to be deleted has already been 
published and every day that it is allow to be pubHshed on the states web site it is destroying 
the integrity and who I was as a person before the accident that almost took MY life why??? 
Just not to take responsibility of an accident that is and was proven by O.S_H.A rules 100% the 
fault of my employer that led to my near death experience. 
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CRYBABY FOODS, LLC, EmployerJ 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCY'S 
RECORDS & CLAIMANTS REQUEST 
FOR THE DELETION OF RECORDS 
PURSUANT TO LA.R. 30{a) 
THE APPELLANT, eLAI MANT IS REQU ESTI NG THE DELETIONS OF TH ESE ST ATEM IENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGLAS DONOHUE REFEREE OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MALICIOUS USE OF TRUE INFORMATtON IN 
ADDITION, THE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FALSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEFENDANT'S ATIORNEY$. In addition, the deletion of claimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the Idaho state court of appeal RULE 29(A). E 
j-)--
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL CO:MMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
F E 
I hereby certify that on the 8th day of August, 2012, a true and correct copy of: 
1. Claimant's Objection to Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of 
Records Pursuant to LA.R. 30(a), filed August 7,2012 (2 pages); 
2. Claimant's Objection to Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of 
Records Pursuant to LAR. 30(a), filed August 7,2012 (2 pages); 
3. Claimant's Objection to Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of 
Records Pursuant to LAR. 30(a), filed August 7, 2012 (2 pages); 
each filed in the above matter, were served by regular United States Mail upon the following: 
ALAN HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
cc: JAMES W. CLARK via fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE -1 
Marie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
I 
7 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant-Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Ff LE 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a hearing will be held in the above-entitled matter on 
August 20, 2012 at 10:00 a.m., Mountain Daylight Time, for 2 hours, with the parties 
participating via telephone conferencing1 from the Industrial Commission hearing room, 700 
South Clearwater Lane, City of Boise, County of Ada, State of Idaho, on Claimant/Appellant's 
pending requests: 
James W. Clark may be reached at (360)258-1619 
Rachael M. O'Bar and/or Alan Hull may be reached at (208) 344-5800 
If there are any changes to these numbers, please contact us immediately. You may do 
this by calling the Industrial Commission at (208) 334-6023. 
All parties shall be ready to proceed at the scheduled time for conference. 
I An AT&T long-distance telephone operator will initiate the conference call. 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
j 
DATED this ~ay of August, 2012. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the qrtt day of August, 2012 a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Notice of Hearing was served by certified United States mail upon each of the 
following: 
JAMES W. CLARK 
3515 HARNEY ST 
VANCOUVER, W A 98660 
ALANK. HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
and by email to: 
DEAN WILLIS 
mdwillis 1 @msn.com 
phone (208) 855-9151 
amw 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
Aug 13 121053a James Clark 
James W Clark 











STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCY'S 
RECORDS & CLAIMANTS REQUEST 
j 
CRYBABY FOODS, LLC; Employer, 
And FOR THE O~LETION OFJ3.E.CQROS rh }-
JL.l~+1'0t1 §F J-L:kt~iC ~Jlo l~CVl.-- \ 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND; 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
PURSUANTTO LA.R. 30{a) c......-cr(}:.C 
THE APPELLANT, CLAIMANT IS REQUESTING THE DElETrONS OF THESE STATEMENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGLAS DONOHUE REFEREE OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISS!ON 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MALICIOUS USE OF TRUE INFORMATION IN 
ADDITION, THE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FALSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BYTH£ DEFENDANT'S ATIORNEYS. In addition, the deletion of claimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appeilant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the Idaho state court of appeal RULE 29{A). 
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CRYBABY FOODS, LlC, Employer, 
And 
IDAHO STATE lNSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
OBJECTION TO AGENCV;S 
RECORDS & CLAIMANTS REQUEST 
FOR THE)~~lETION 9FJ3E,CORD~ J \ ---=01: tL+lt>f1 tJF J-dQ\[c ~J~~~CVL~ 
PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 30(a) c.....-O{{'z_~ 
THE APPELLANT, CLAIMANT IS REQUESTING THE DELETIONS OF THESE STATEMENTS THAT 
HAS BEEN ALTERED BY MR. DOUGlAS DONOHUE REFEREE OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
AND FALSE STATEMENTS MADE AND THE MALICIOUS USE OF TRUE lNFORMATION Jf\If 
ADD1TION, THE DELETION OF FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY DEFENDANTS DOCTORS AND FAlSE 
STATEMENTS MADE BY THE DEfENDANTS ATTORNEYS. In addition, the deletion of daimant's 
attorney statement's in addition, the appellant, and claimant is requesting a hearing date for 
this matter under the Idaho state court of appeal RULE 29(A). 
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Alan K. Hull - ISB No.:1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, 10 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
ahulI@ajhlaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendants/ 
Respondents/Cross-Appellants 
lOll' ! 3 P lr I L 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants-Respondents. 
SC Docket No. 40016-2012 
I.C. No. 2008-013505 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO CLAIMANT'S REQUESTS FOR 
DELETION OF AGENCY RECORDS 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED APPELLANT, PRO SE, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE 
ENTITLED ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Defendants-Respondents, Cry Baby Foods, 
LLC, and Idaho State Insurance Fund, in the above entitled proceeding, pursuant to 
I.A.R. 11.2, 19 (c), and 30(a), hereby object to Claimant-Appellant's numerous 
Requests for the Deletion of Records, including the following: 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S REQUESTS FOR DELETION OF AGENCY 
RECORDS - 1 
1. Objection to Agency's Records & Claimant's Request for the Deletion of 
Records pursuant to I.A.R. 29(a), filed August 1, 2012 (2 pages), regarding 
deletion of the' Referee's statement on Page 6 of Findings of Facts Section 3, 
and page 1130 of the Agency's Record [Agency Record Volume 7, p. 1130, 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (hereinafter "Decision") 
page 6, , 3]; 
2. Objection to Agency's Records & Claimant's Request for the Deletion of 
Records pursuant to I.A.R. 30(a), filed August 2, 2012 (4 pages), regarding 
deletion of statements on Page 12 of the Decision, and Page 1137 of the 
Agency Record [Agency Record Volume 7, p. 1137, Decision p. 12, , 31], 
and requesting damages for malicious use of true information; 
3. Objection to Agency's Records & Claimant's Request for the Deletion of 
Records pursuant to I.A.R. 30(a), filed August 2, 2012 (3 pages), regarding 
deletion of contemporaneous rulings on objections and motions during the 
deposition of Ms. [Jewel] Owens referenced page 4 of the Decision and 
1129 of the Agency Record [Agency Record Volume 7, p. 1129, Decision p. 
4, Evidence Considered]; 
4. Objection to Agency's Records & Claimant's Request for the Deletion of 
Records pursuant to I.A.R. 30(a), filed August 2, 2012 (3 pages), requesting 
exclusion of all testimony, depositions, briefs, or statements made by 
Richard Wilson, M.D. [Agency Record, Report's Transcript, Joint Exhibits 
Volume 1, Ex. 9, pp. 1-98; deposition taken March 2, 2011], Craig W. 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S REQUESTS FOR DELETION OF AGENCY 
RECORDS - 2 
Beaver, Ph.D. [Agency Record, Report's Transcript, Joint Exhibits Volume 1, 
Ex. 10, pp. 1-48; deposition taken February 24, 2011], or vocational expert 
Douglas Crum, CDMS [Agency Record, Report's Transcript, Joint Exhibits 
Volume 2, Ex. 21, pp. 1-43; deposition taken February 24, 2011], the 
exclusion of any references to the opinions of Dr. Holt [Agency Record, 
Report's Transcript, Joint Exhibits Volume 2, Ex. 25, pp. 1-76], exclusion of 
the deposition of Larry Robb [deposition taken November 15, 2010], and 
deletion of all reports and documents or statements related to the Idaho 
Department of Correction [Agency Record, Reporter's Transcript, Joint 
Exhibits Volume 4, Ex. 39 (a) - (oo)J; 
5. Appellant/Claimant's Response to Commission's Order of August 1, 2012 
requesting the Commission move forward for removal of records before the 
Court of Appeal, filed August 2, 2012 (2 pages); 
6. Objection to Agency's Records & Claimant's Request for the Deletion of 
Records pursuant to I.A.R. 30(a), filed August 3, 2012 (2 pages)to request 
the removal and deletion of the complete files of Joint Hearing Exhibits 
Volume 4 of the Idaho Department of Correction [Agency Record, Reporter's 
Transcript, Joint Exhibits Volume 4, Ex. 39 (a) - (00)]; 
7. Objection to Agency's Records & Claimant's Request for the Deletion of 
Records, Objection to the Transcript, Pursuant to I.A.R. 30(a), filed August 
6, 2012 (2 pages) [Agency Record, Reporter's Transcript, Joint Exhibits 1-
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S REQUESTS FOR DELETION OF AGENCY 
RECORDS - 3 
40, Depositions, Briefs, and other documentation as listed in the Agency 
Record List of Exhibits]; and 
8. Objection to Agency's Records & Claimant's Request for the Deletion of 
Records pursuant to I.A.R. 30(a), filed August 7, 2012 (2 pages), requesting 
all amends [sic] to Complaints and all filing of Claimant's attorney between 
January 7, 2010 through December 13, 2010 be stricken from the Agency 
Records [Agency Record, Volume 4, p. 732 - Volume 5, p. 920]. 
In addition to the foregoing, on August 7, 2012, Claimant filed Objection to 
Agency's Records & Claimant's Request for the Deletion of Records pursuant to 
I.A.R. 30(a) (2 pages), regarding his objection to all motions to amend Complaint 
and any filing that is in "Pleading III 96 by Lynn Luker," as well as a nearly identical 
Objection to Agency's Records & Claimant's Request for Deletion of Records 
Pursuant to I.A.R. 30(a) (2 pages), regarding any filing in "Pleading III 96." 
Defendants are unable to identify "Pleading III 96," and are therefore unable to 
respond to Claimant's Objection. 
To the extent Defendants can understand the Claimant-Appellant's requests 
and/or identify the documents he would like removed from the Agency Record, 
Defendants respectfully submit that Claimant-Appellant's numerous filings present 
arguments on the merits of the case and factual allegations that are not properly 
before the Industrial Commission and are the subject matter of the appeal before 
the Idaho Supreme Court. Furthermore, Defendants submit that Claimant's 
requests for removal of specific exhibits is not timely and without merit. 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S REQUESTS FOR DELETION OF AGENCY 
RECORDS - 4 
Regarding Claimant's numerous filings requesting deletion of specific hearing 
exhibits [Le., Joint Exhibit 39 (a) - (00), the depositions of Larry Robb and Jewel 
Owen, and the records of Dr. Wilson, Dr. Beaver, Dr. Holt, and Doug Crum], 
Defendants respectfully submit that Claimant was represented by his attorney at 
the hearing. Joint exhibits 1-40 were admitted at hearing without objection by 
Counsel. In particular, Joint Exhibits Volume 4, Exhibit 39, which consists of 
medical records obtained from the Idaho Department of Correction, was ordered 
discoverable by the Hearing Officer, and Claimant's objection to the inclusion of the 
records was specifically addressed in the Decision [Agency Record, Volume 7, p. 
1165, 1 144, Decision p. 40, 1 144]. Counsel for Claimant participated in the 
depositions of Larry Robb (November 15, 2010) and Jewel Owen (December 9, 
2011). No objections as to the deponents or the admission of the deposition 
transcripts were lodged at the time of the depositions or the hearing. Furthermore, 
the Hearing Officer was present for the post-hearing depositions of Ms. Owen, Dr. 
Beaver (February 24, 2011), Doug Crum (February 24, 2011), and Dr. Wilson 
(March 3, 2011), and any objections were ruled upon contemporaneously. 
Claimant's post-Decision objections to the admission of hearing exhibits and 
deposition testimony is not timely and without merit, and therefore Defendants 
request the Commission deny Claimant's requests for the deletion of these records. 
Regarding Claimant's objection to the transcript of the hearing and/or 
portions of the Decision, Defendants respectfully submit that Claimant's requests 
are tantamount to a request for reconsideration. Claimant filed his Motion to Allow 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S REQUESTS FOR DELETION OF AGENCY 
RECORDS - 5 
1011 
Reconsideration Based on Facts on or about June 28, 2012, which was returned 
by the Commission unfiled based upon procedural defects. Thereafter, Claimant 
filed a Motion for new Hearing Based on New Findings of Facts (14 pages) on or 
about July 5, 2012. Claimant's Motion for New Hearing included arguments and 
factual allegations regarding the merits of the case, as well as attached exhibits 
that were not considered in the case before the Commission. By Order dated July 
10, 2012, the Commission dismissed Claimant's Request for New Hearing based 
upon the fact that Claimant had already filed his appeal with the Idaho Supreme 
Court. As the Commission has no jurisdiction to make any further rulings on the 
merits of Claimant's claim, Defendants hereby request the Commission issue its 
order denying Claimant's requests for deletion of any portion of the hearing 
transcript or the Decision. 
Defendants are uncertain as to exactly what documents Claimant is 
referencing as "all filing of Claimant's attorney between January 7, 2010 through 
December 13, 2010, If and "all motions to amend Complaint and any filing that is in 
Pleading III 96 by Lynn Luker. If Although the Agency's Record served upon the 
parties on July 18, 2012, contains motions, pleadings, and/or correspondence that 
were not considered as part of the Decision, Defendants' respectfully submit that 
filings from January 2010 through December 2010 were during the time period 
that Claimant was represented by an attorney, and any objection to their 
submission into the records is not timely and without merit. Defendants 
understand the Agency Record consists of the entire Commission's file, including 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S REQUESTS FOR DELETION OF AGENCY 
RECORDS - 6 
numerous motions filed through this date to ensure complete transparency in 
Claimant's appeal. Defendants object to Claimant's removal of any pleading 
properly filed with the Industrial Commission prior to the Commission taking this 
matter under advisement. 
To the extent Claimant's post-hearing filings include additional 
documentation or evidence, including medical records, a Social Security 
Determination, medical and psychological opinions, documentation, or information 
submitted by Claimant after completion of post-hearing depositions and after the 
Commission took this matter under advisement, Defendants object to augmentation 
of the exhibits and any consideration of records or opinions on the grounds and 
basis that the documentation and information raise issues and introduce facts 
outside the scope of the issues before the Commission, and are, therefore, outside 
the scope of the issues on appeal. As such, Defendants move to strike the filings, 
or in the alternative, to strike any documentation or evidence filed in support of the 
post-advisement filings. 
Pursuant to the foregoing, Defendants hereby move the Commission for an 
Order denying Claimant's requests for deletion of records. 
DATED this /3 f-day of August, 2012. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
~?~i2i2 By: 
Alan K. Hu", 
Rachael M. O'Bar, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants/Respondents/Cross-
Appellants 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S REQUESTS FOR DELETION OF AGENCY 
RECORDS - 7 
i&llq 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /3 f-day of August, 2012, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO CLAIMANT'S REQUESTS FOR DELETION 
OF AGENCY RECORDS by delivering the same to the following, by the method 
indicated below, addressed as follows: 
James Clark 
3515 Harney Street 
Vancouver, WA 98660 
[X] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Certified U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
~L'Y£'c2 
Alan K. Hull 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S REQUESTS FOR DELETION OF AGENCY 
RECORDS - 8 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant-Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
F \ L E 
AUG \ ~ 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
I hereby certify that on the 14th day of August, 2012, a true and correct copy of: 
1. Claimant's Objection to Agency's Records & Claimants Request for~ the Deletion of 
Records Deletion ofIdaho Department of Correction Pursuant to LA.R. 30(a), (2 pages), 
filed August 13,2012; 
2. Claimant's Certificate of Service, filed August 13th, 2012, with Claimant's Objection to 
Agency's Records & Claimants Request for the Deletion of Records Deletion of Idaho 
Department of Correction Pursuant to LA.R. 30(a), (3 pages); 
3. Claimant's Certificate of Service, dated Augnst 13, 2012, (1 page), filed August 13, 
2012; 
4. Claimant's Questions of Law, dated August 13, 2012, (pages 1 and 3), filed August 13, 
2012; 
5. Claimant's Questions of law, dated August 13, 2012, (3 pages), filed August 13, 3012; 




6. Claimant's Certificate of Service and Request for Clearification of Law, dated August 13, 
2012, (4 pages), filed August 13,2012; 
each filed in the above matter, were served by regular United States Mail upon the following: 
ALAN HULL 
RACHAEL OIBAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
cc: JAMES W. CLARK 
via fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERViCE - 2 
Marie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant -Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 




I hereby certify that on the 14th day of August, 2012, a true and correct copy of Appellant 
Claimants Response to Ms. Marie Wilson of the Clerk of the Agency's Record Phone Call & 
Letter Claimant, appellant Receive on August 13, 2012 (2 pages), filed in the above matter on 
August 14,2012, was served by facsimile processing machine upon the following: 
ALANK. HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
FAX: (208) 344-5510 
cc: JAMES W. CLARK 
Via Fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
Marie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
IDAHO INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
c.L. "BCTCH" OTTER, GOVERNOR 
August 14, 2012 
JAMES W CLARK 
3515 HARNEY ST 
VANCOUVER W A 98660 
PO Box 83720 
Boise. lD 83720-0041 
(208) 334-6000 - FAX (208) 334-2321 
1-800-950-2110 
COMMISSIONERS 
Thomas E. Limbauzh. Chairman 
Thomas P. Baskin ~ . 
R.D. Maynard 
Mindy Montgomery, Director 
Re: James W. Clark v. Cry Baby Foods, LLC, and Idaho State Insurance Fund 
S.c. Appeal Docket # 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
I am returning your document entitled "First Filing of Title 44 Chapter 14 Employers' 
Liability Act 44-1407," which you faxed to the Industrial Commission on August 14,2012. This 
is your third such attempt to file this document with the Industrial Commission. The Industrial 
Commission does not have the authority to act under Title 44. Therefore, once again, I am 
returning this to you so you may file it with the appropriate authority. 
MW/mw 
cc: Alan Hull wlo enc. 
Rachael O'Bar wlo enc. 
S/i1j' -<1 JA 
"! 1/(fL{ctLb----
MARIE W1LSON 
Adjudication Legal Supervisor 
700 So. Clearwater Ln., Boise, ID 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
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RULE 6. EX PARTE COMMUNlCATIONS 
EX PARTE COMMUNICAT10NS PROHIBITED - From the time an appeal is filed 
until it becomes final under Idaho Code § -E::l368. no ~rson involved _in tbe appeal shall 
communicate, either directly or indirectly, or shall discuss with a Commissioner or a Referee the 
merits of any matter in which an appeal is pending unless an parties or their attorneys are 
present. No person shall correspond with any Commissioner or Referee, regarding any such 
matters unless service of a copy of the correspondence is made on all parties and proof of service 
is filed. No person acting on behalf of any party shall attempt to influence the disposition of an 
appeal through such communications, No Referee shall knowingly cause a communication 
prohibited by this section to be made. if a communication is received in violation of this rule, 
the person receiving the communication shall place in the record all such written 
communications or a memorandum stating the substance of all such communications, and direct 
that a full copy of the communication be sent to an other interested parties to the appeal and 
allow an appropriate time for such parties to respond. 
~ Pt~L' \\(Qn~ Q lCtlyY\ctrfl~ 
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COA1lvfE1VT.' Rule 6 recognizes that Commissioners and Refere are bound by the Code of 
Judicial Conduct, including the rule against ex parte contacts contained in Canon 3. All 
practitioners before the Commission are similarly constrainedfi-om ex parte contacts by Rule 3,5 
of the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct. 
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RULE 6. EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS 
EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS PROHIBITED - From the time an appeal is filed 
until it becomes final under Idaho Code § 2B36ft no J2erson involved jn the appeal shall 
communicate, either directly or indirectly, or shall discuss with a Commissioner OT a Referee the 
merits of any matter in which an appeal is pending unless all parties or their attorneys are 
present. No person shall correspond with any Commissioner or Referee, regarding any such 
matters un less service of a copy of the correspondence is made on all parties and proof of service 
is filed. No person acting on behalf of any party shall attempt to influence the disposition of an 
appeal through such communications. No Refere~ shall knowingly cause a (;ommunication 
prohibited by this section to be made. If a communication is received in violation of this rule. 
the person receiving the communication shall place in the record all such written 
communications or a memorandum stating the substance of all such communications, and direct 
that a full copy of the communication be sent to all other interested parties to the appeal and 
allow an appropriate time for such parties to respond. 
~PJ~2\bn~Q \C~3yrtCL(!L~ \ S 
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COl-..1MENT: Rule 6 recognizes that Commissioners and Refer are bound by the Code of 
Judicial Conduct, including the rule against ex parle contacts contained in Canon 3. All 
practitioners before the Commission are similar£v constrainedfrom ex parte contacts by Rule 3.5 
of the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct. 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FlJND, 
Surety, 
Defendant-Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 15th day of August, 2012, a true and conect copy of: 
1. Claimant's Motion for All Conversation Under Rule 6 Between Lynn Luker, Law 
Firm of Anderson, Julian, & Hull and Rachael O'Bar and The Commission Clerk of Rec(ord), (3 
of 4 pages), filed August 15,2012; and 
2. Claimant's Motion for All Conversation Under Rule 6 Between Lynn Luker, Law 
Firm of Anderson, Julian, & Hull and Rachael O'Bar and The Commission Clerk of Rec(ord), (4 
of 4 pages), filed August 15,2012; 




FAX # (208) 344-5510 
mw 
cc: James W. Clark 
via fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant-Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 




I hereby certify that on the 15th day of August, 2012, a true and conect copy of 
Claimant's Response to Ms. Wilson Clerk of the Records Call on August 14, 2012, (11 pages), 
filed in the above matter on August 15, 2012, was served by facsimile processing machine upon 
each of the following: 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
ALAN HULL 
FAX # (208) 344-5510 
mw 
cc: James W. Clark 
via fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant -Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
ORDER VACATING HEARING 
Fi E 
COMMISSION 
The Industrial Commission of the State of Idaho hereby ORDERS that the telephone 
hearing/set for August 20, 2012 at 10:00 a.m., in the above-entitled matter is hereby VACATED. 
DATED this ~day of August, 2012. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
~
Thomas P. Baskin, Commissioner 
ORDER VACATING HEARING - 1 
/7c2 
j 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of August, 2012 a true and correct copy of Order 
Vacating Hearing was sent by facsimile processing machine upon each of the following: 
RACHAEL Q'BAR 
ALAN HULL 
FAX # (208) 344-5510 




ORDER VACATING HEARING - 2 
JAMES W CLARK 
FAX # (360) 719-2581 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant-Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
F I L E 
1 6 2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
I hereby certify that on the 16th day of August, 2012, a true and correct copy of 
Claimant's Response to Vacate Hearing of August 20,2012 and Other Matters, (6 pages), filed 
in the above matter on August 16,2012, was served by facsimile processing machine upon each 
of the following: 
RACHAEL Q'BAR 
ALAN HULL 
FAX # (208) 344-5510 
mw 
cc: James W. Clark 
via fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
/73c; 
J 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant-Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 




AUG 1 6 2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
TO: James W. Clark, Claimant, pro se, and Alan Hull and/or Rachael M. O'Bar, Attomeys for 
Defendants. 
On August 1, 2012, the Idaho Industrial Commission issued an order on Claimant's 
requests for additions to the record on appeal. Since that order Claimant has filed objections, 
requests for hearing, and other filings. Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 29, the Commission 
will hold a hearing on those additional pending filings. 
Therefore, the Industrial Commission hereby ORDERS you to complete the following 
hearing worksheet and retum the same to the Industrial Commission no later than 5:00 p.m., 
Thursday, August 23, 2012. If a hearing is requested, the Commission will immediately issue a 
Notice of Hearing. Upon service of the Notice of Hearing on the parties, the Commission will 
also serve Claimant (via fax) a copy of all pending objections and filings that will be discussed at 
hearing. If Defendants wish to receive a copy of these documents, please contact the 
Commission. 




Claimant, please indicate your choice: 
[ ] Yes. I want a hearing. [ ] No. I do not want a hearing. 
If no hearing is requested, the Commission will immediately proceed to issue its order on all 
pending matters. 
2. Claimant, please indicate the type of hearing requested: 
[ ] Telephone conference [ ] In Person 
3. If Telephone Hearing, please indicate the phone number to call: 
Claimant: ___________ Defendant(s): __________ _ 
4. All parties, please check (~) ALL dates/times you are available for hearing: 
Thursday August 30, 2012 - 10:00 a.m. [ ] 
August 30, 2012 - 1 :30 p.m. [ ] 
Friday August 31, 2012 - 10:00 a.m. [ ] 
Tuesday September 4, 2012-10:00 a.m. [ ] 
September 4,2012 - 1 :30 p.m. [ ] 
Wednesday September 5,2012 -10:00 a.m. [ ] 
September 5, 2012 - 1 :30 p.m. [ ] 
Thursday September 6, 2012 - 10:00 a.m. [ ] 
September 6,2012 - 1:30 p.m. [ ] 
Dated: ----------------
James W. Clark, Claimant 
Dated ------------------
Rachael M. O'Bar or Alan Hull 
Attorneys for Defendants 
ORDER REGARDiNG HEARiNG WORKSHEET - 2 
/737 
The Industrial Commission hereby orders both parties to complete the above hearing 
worksheet and return the same to the Industrial Commission no later than 5:00 p.m., Thursday, 
August 23,2012. 
DATED this I ~ 4-\ day of August, 2012. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
\ 
ORDER REGARDING HEARING 'WORKSHEET - 3 
f7jy 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the (~-K day of August, 2012 a true and correct copy of Order 




FAX # (208) 344-5510 
mw 
JAMES W CLARK 
FAX # (360) 719-2581 
ORDER REGARDING HEARING WORKSHEET - 4 
08/16i2012 14:48 FAX 208332 Idaho Industrial Comm 
1. 
WORKSHEET 
Claimant, please indicate your choice: 
[ J Yes. I want a hearing. [ ] No. I do not want a hearing. 
141 0002i0004 
If no hearing is requested, the Commission will immediately proceed to issue its order on all 
pending matters. 
2. Claimant, please indicate the type of hearing requested: 
[ ] Telephone conference [ ] In Person 
3. If Telephone Hearing, please indicate the phone number to call: 
FI ED 
AUG f 6 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Claimant: ________ Defendant(s): G36~) 3"'~' 5~OO 
4. All parties, please check (..J) ALL dates/times you are available for hearing: 
Thursday August 30, 2012 - 10:00 a.m. [~ 
August 30, 2012 - 1 :30 p.m. [ ] 
Friday August 31,2012 -10:00 a.m. [..y" 
Tuesday September 4,2012 -10:00 a.m. [yY" 
September 4,-2012 - 1 :30 p.m. [~ 
Wednesday September 5,2012 - 10:00 a.m. [ ] 
September 5,2012 1:30 p.m. [ ] 
Thursday September 6,2012 - 10:00 a.m. [ ] 
September 6,2012 -1:30 p.m. [ ] 
Dated: ____________ _ 
James W. Clark, Claimant 
Dated-_--.:..L8rll-""'~+1......,,1 Q-/'---____ _ 
Rachael M. O'Bar 0 Alan Hull 
Attorneys for Defendants 
ORDER REGARDL~G HEARING WORKSHEET - 2 
I v 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
~[\IZ <! Lu r. 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE WITH 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
ORDER REGARDING HEARING 
WORKSHEET 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through the undersigned Counsel, in 
compliance with the Industrial Commission Order Regarding Hearing Worksheet of 
August 16, 2012, hereby submit Defendants' completed Hearing Worksheet. 
Defendants further give notice that they do not wish to receive a copy of all 
pending objections and filings that will be discussed at hearing and which will be 
provided to Claimant. However, Defendants hereby request a copy of the 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE WITH INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ORDER REGARDING HEARING 
WORKSHEET - 1 
) 
f7Lfl 
certificate of service or other pleading served upon Claimant (without attached 
documentation) . 
f-
DATED this / It· day of August, 2012. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: e:::~ /:([)~ 
Rachael M. O'Bar, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Ie Jday of August, 2012, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE WITH INDUSTRIAL 
COMMISSION ORDER REGARDING HEARING WORKSHEET by delivering the same to 
the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
James Clark 
3515 Harney Street 
Vancouver, WA 98660 
[)] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Certified U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
~"L,a{2 
Rachael M.l O'Sar 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE WITH INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ORDER REGARDING HEARING 
WORKSHEET - 2 
BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION 




IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant-Respondent. 
MARIE WILSON, the assistant commission secretary for the administrative agency, who 
is preparing the record in this case, hereby moves this Court for an extension of time to prepare 
and lodge the record until September 26,2012. 
1. The date for lodging the record is August 22, 2012. 
2. Were any previous extensions granted in whole or in part? No 
3. I have completed 1394 pages of the record out of an estimated total of 1800 pages. 
4. I am requesting and extension of 35 days for the following reasons: 
Claimant/Appellant has filed numerous objections to the record, as well as other 
documents, and has requested a hearing. Claimant/Appellant lives in Washington 
state, but wishes to be present in person at hearing. The Commission has attempted 
to set the hearing convenient to all parties, but has not yet been successful. 
The Industrial Commission has not ruled on Claimant/Appellant's pending objections 
and other filings. If the Commission grants any or all of Claimant/Appellant's 
objections, such a ruling may require extensive revision and additional time to 
prepare augmented changes. 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME BY 
CLERK OF ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY - 1 
/ 
5 . Claimant/Appellant has requested a hearing on his objections, and has not waived his 
right to hearing. Defendant/Respondent's next available dates for hearing are beyond 
the lodging date. 
6. I was unable to file this motion five days before the record was due because: The last 
day to file objections to the record was August 15, 2012. Up to and including that 
date, Claimant/Appellant filed numerous documents with the Commission, including 
several objections. A hearing was originally set for August 20, 2012, via telephone, 
however, Claimant/Appellant informed the Commission that he wanted to appear in 
person at hearing. The Commission continues attempts to set the matter for hearing. 
DATED this ~ day of August, 2012. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the tday of August, 2012, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Motion for Extension of Time by Clerk of Administrative Agency was served by 
facsimile processing machine upon: 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT 
STEPHEN W KENYON 
POBOX 83720 
BOISE ID 83720-0101 
mw 
( 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME BY 
CLERK OF ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY - 2 
Fax # (208) 334-2616 


RULE 6. EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS 
EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS PROHIBITED - From the time an appeal is filed 
until it becomes final under Idaho Code § R.U6~erson involved in the appeal shall 
communicate, either directly or indirectly, or shall discuss with a Commissioner or a Referee the 
merits of any matter in which an appeal is pending unless all parties or their attorneys are 
present. No person shall correspond with any Commissioner or Referee, regarding any such 
matters unless service of a copy of the correspondence is made on all parties and proof of service 
is filed. No person acting on behalf of any party shall attempt to influence the disposition of an 
appeal through such communications. No Refe~ shall knowingly cause a communication 
prohibited by this section to be made. If a communication is received in violation of this rule, 
the person receiving the communication shall place in the record all such written 
communications or a memorandum stating the substance of all such communications, and direct 
that a full copy of the communication be sent to all other interested parties to the appeal and 
allow an appropriate time for such parties to respond. 
~erj \bn+) 0 lee \ 
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COMMENT: Rule 6 recognizes that Commissioners and Ref~ by the Code of 
Judicial Conduct, including the rule against ex parte confacts contained in Canon 3. All 
practitioners before the Commission are similarly constrained from ex parte contacts by Rule 3.5 
of the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct. 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant -Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 




I hereby certify that on the 21 st day of August, 2012, a true and correct copy of 
Claimant's Motion for All Conversation Under Rule 6 Between Lynn Luker, Law Firm of 
Anderson, Julian, & Hull and Rachael 0 'Bar and The Commission Clerk of Rec( ord), ( 4 pages), 




PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
rna 
cc: James W. Clark 
viaf~ 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant-Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
FILE 0 
AUG 2 2 2012 
iNDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
I hereby certify that on the 22nd day of August, 2012, a true and correct copy of 
Claimant's Requesting a Motion to Produce a Document to Statement Made by Rachael M. 
o 'Bar, (4 pages), filed August 21,2012 in the above matter, was served by regular United States 
mail upon each of the following: 
ALANK. HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
rna 
cc: James W. Clark 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
/ 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant -Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 




NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a hearing will be held in the above-entitled matter on 
August 23, 2012 at 10:30 a.m., Mountain Daylight Time, for 1 hour, in the Commissioners' 
Hearing Room, at the Ada County Courthouse, 200 W. Front Street, City of Boise, County of 
Ada, State of Idaho, on Claimant/Appellant's pending requests: 
All parties shall be ready to proceed at the scheduled time for conference. 
DATED this 22nd day of August, 2012. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
{ 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
17)--r; 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 22nd day of August, 2012 a true and correct copy of the 




FAX # (208) 344-5510 
and by email to: 
DEAN WILLIS 
mdwillis l@msn.com 
phone (208) 855-9151 
rna 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
JAMES W. CLARK 
FAX# (360) 719-2581 
/7)6 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant-Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
FILE 
2 3 
I hereby certify that on the 23rd day of August, 2012, a true and correct copy of the 
Notice of Hearing, filed August 13, 2012 in the above matter, was served by certified United 
States Mail upon the following: 
JAMES W CLARK 
3515 HARNEY ST 
VANCOUVER, WA 98660 
cc: ALAN HULL 
RA.CHAEL O'BAR 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
Marie Amold 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
17SbA 
Clerk of the Courts 
(208) 334-2210 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION SECRETARY 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0041 
p.o. Box 83720 
Boise] Idaho 83720-0101 
ORDER GRANTING CLERK'S 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 





A Clerk's MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME was filed with this Court by Marie Wilson of the 
Industrial Commission on 08-20-12 requesting this Court allow an extension of time until 08-29-12 to 
prepare and serve the Clerk's Record. In addition, the Court limits extension requests to 28 days; therefore, 
good cause appearing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME be, and hereby is, 
GRANTED, and Marie Wilson shall be allowed an extension of time until 08-22-12 to prepare and serve the 
Clerk' s Record and until 09-19-12 to file the Clerk' s Record with this Court. 
DATED This.;;u day of August, 2012. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
Clerk of the IndustriaJ Commission 
08/20/2012 KML 
FOR THE SUPREME COURT 
Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk 
":.2;.:: .. : 
~,.. 
.:.. r; r:: 
F or the ~urt: -
Stephen W. Kenyon 
Clerk of the Courts 
James w Clark 
3515 Harney set 
Vancouver wash 98660 
ph. 1-360-258-1619 
fax. 1-360-719-2581. 
Before the industrial commission of the state of Idaho 
JAMES W. CLARK Supreme Court docket No.40016-2012 
Claimant, Appellant Industrial commission No. 2008-013505 
v. response to 
CRY BABY FOODS LLC EMPLOYER order regarding 
Defendant, Hearing worksheet 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND and other matters 
Surety 
Defendant-Respondent 
The claimant, Appellant must ask that Chief Judge Sergio A. Gutierrez 
be not considered do to conflict of interest was setting judge before 
another court 
TO: Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman, & Thomas P. Baskin, commissioner 
& R.D. Maynard, commissioner and referee Douglas Donohue 
i75Z 
In response to your order regarding hearing worksheet, filed August 
16th, 2012. 
On August 1, 2012 claimant, appellant received an order from the 
Industrial commission stating that, due to the voluminous filings by 
claimant, appellant the commission orders that the claimant, appellant 
cease filing any further request. The claimant appellant was only doing 
on the advice of the industrial commission suggestion duo to claimant, 
appellant's ignorance of the justices' filings. Claimant appellant (injured 
worker) was made to believe that the claimant appellant can file as I go 
and that filing everything at ones was not necessary. 
And the industrial commissions chairman & you two commissioners as 
a hole says under I.A.R. 29 and herby ordered that claimant appellant 
cease filing any further request. And that any further filing will be 
returned unfiled. 
On August 2, 2012 the claimant, appellant responded by objecting to 
the commission's order filed August 1th 2012 for the claimant, 
appellant to cease filings of any further requests for record to be 
forwarded to the Idaho state court of appeal. 
Claimant, appellant requested that the industrial commission to 
continue claimants, appellant filings of objection to the agencies 
records before the court of appeal due to claimants, appellant 
ignorance's to the filings of the courts. The industrial commission has 
made the claimant appellant revile do to the fact that claimant had 
misstated a number or something do to claimants, appellant ignorance 
to the wordings, and then an order by the industrial commission to 
17)1 
denied for these records to move any further to the court of appeal 
because you all say it has nothing to do with the hearing level if one is 
to read the filings as a hole you can see that these issues are related to 
the hearing and it's just the commission trying to cover there lies and 
there abuse of authority. 
On August 6th the appellant claimant responded to the commission 
asking about the filing of the claimant appellants abjection to the 
commissions orders of august I 2012 and to this date of august 21 2012 
claimant, appellant still have not heard from the industrial commission 
on ether filing of august 2 and august 6 2012. Do to the fact that 
claimant appellant has tried his best to file properly claimant, appellant 
in the filings if one is to read the facts to the filing is clearly in few and 
should have been processed to the court of appeal. 
August 8 2012 claimant, appellant received a phone call from the clerk 
of the record's MS Wilson about a hearing that has been set to discuss 
all maters still pending before the industrial commission and at that 
time Ms. Wilson stated that there was one that was a 154 pages and 
that the industrial would only be discussing the filing after the industrial 
commissions order filed august I 2012 due to the fact that the 
commission had already set this date and MS Wilson the clerk of the 
records was trying to make the claimant, appellant to believe that I 
must attend but appellant claimant finally had to tell MS Wilson that I 
was to watch my 2 grandkids while my daughter and son-in-law go on 
their honeymoon from their wedding of Jan 2012 and to her fax and 
mail claimant appellant the date and appellant claimant will let Ms. 
Wilson know if appellant ,clamant is available the claimant appellant 
never did receive a fax copy of the date of hearing that the clerk of the 
agencies record sa id . 
August 13 20012 claimants} appellant had to sync to pick up a 
letter at the post office from the industrial commission. And it was a 
letter setting hearing for the same time and date that the claimant} 
appellant had told Ms. Wilson the clerk of the record for the industrial 
commission that the appellant} claimant had told her just 5 days earlier 
that appellant clamant good not make it to Boise Idaho for hearing for 
it was not enough notice. 
Then on August 16th 2012} the appellant} claimant received order 
regarding hearing worksheet by US mail and set hearing for date the 
appellant claimant was told by Miss Wilson} clerk of the records, and by 
the commission that we would be discussing matter that are still 
pending} but the appellant claimant is confused as to what records are 
still pending. The fact that the appellant claimant has received several 
filed documents that have been altered and sent back as non-filed. 
One can see when holding up to the sunlight} that one has used 
whiteout to cover up the received part of the filing "filed} month} date 
and year, and the words Industrial Commission. 
Due to the fact that some of these documents include filings of 
documents that the appellant claimant sent to the Industrial 
Commission for filing to the Idaho State Court of Appeals. 
Do to the fact that Miss Wilson has continued to not work with the 
appellant claimant to put the basis of my certificate of filing so the 
appellant claimant can keep track of the filings for as the commission 
suggested that claimant appellant did not have to file all at once his 
objection}s or removal of record. duo to the fact the appellant clamant 
has filed a few with only two pages and then to uncover the fact the 
/7~/ 
three has been reguards sent back as non-filed that had been stamp as 
filed and covered up with whiteout the claimant is now confused on 
what has been filed and what has not been filed. 
On August 16th 2012 you order the claimant, appellant to complete the 
hearing worksheet and return the same to the Industrial Commission 
no later than 5:00 p.m. Thursday, August 23, 2012. And you told the 
appellant claimant that you would fax a copy all pending objection and 
filing that would be discussed at the hearing. 
On August 8th, MS Wilson told me that one document was 154 pages. 
August 18th 2012 upon receiving the order of august 16th 2012 by mail 
of hearing worksheet, the appellant claimant contacted Miss Wilson, 
clerk of the records, and during our conversation I ask her about the 
154 pages, and at that time she told me there wasn't any 154 pages. 
Based on these fact that appellant claimant had been made to believe 
the commission has the right to alter the face of a document and sent it 
back to the appellant claimant due to the fact that the appellant 
claimant has still has not heard back from the Industrial Commission 
on appellant Claimant question of law filed August 92012, does the 
Commission have the right to alter documents. Do to the fact that the 
appellant claimant has not received a response to his request, and to 
allow clamant, appellant filings to move forward to the Idaho State 
Court of Appeals, and to accept appellant filings do to his ignorance to 
these judicial rules and procedures and the wordings. The appellant 
claimant can clearly show that he has tried to. 
i7bJ-
RULE 2. DEFINITIONS 
(A) "Appeal." Writing, signed by an interested party or legal 
representative, containin2 words that, by fair 
interpretation, present a claim for review. 
When the claimant, appellant rebuts for a new hearing based on 
facts even with documents clearly show the Altamont abuse of 
authority by the industrial commission denying claimant, 
appellant with a new hear, 
RULE 5. BRIEFS 
COMMENT: Pro se refers to those parties who represent 
themselves before the Commission. Such parties are encouraged to 
comply with the citation requirements. A pro se brief that does not 
strictly comply with the citation requirements will be deemed to have 
complied as long as the pro se party appears to have made a good 
faith effort to apprise the Commission of the facts and law on which 
he or she relies. 
When claimant, appellant filed a motion for final review of all records 
claimant, appellant was denied based on the Industrial commission 
actions stated that claimant, appellant had already received all 
records and exhibits during the course of the case and before hearing. 
Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman, & Thomas P. Baskin, commissioner & 
R.D. Maynard, commissioner 
Was it not a fact that the state insurance fund was lying to you all 
between august 15 2008 through October 
10 2008 by stating by law the defendant cannot get claimant privet 
health records or claimants Idaho Department of correction records 
but had infect had sent them to a doctor olt who evaluated the 
claimant on October 10 2008 on the request of the Idaho state 
insurance fund. 
Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman, & Thomas P. Baskin, commissioner & 
R.D. Maynard, commissioner 
Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman, & Thomas P. Baskin, commissioner & 
R.D. Maynard, commissioner 
Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman, & Thomas P. Baskin, commissioner & 
R.D. Maynard, commissioner between October 15 2008 through 
meddle of November 2008 by stating by law the defendant cannot get 
claimant pre injury health records and the state insurance fund 
Believes that there may have been Or had not between an injury 
to the mid forearm or elbow (is that of the statement not a fact 
could be call?, due to the fact that the state fund was lying to the 
industrial commission to force the claimant to sync medical release 
forms to cover up there fraud that was committed 
Intrinsic fraud 
n. an intentionally false representation (lie) which is part of 
the fraud and can be considered in determining general 
ry-rd 
and punitive damages. This is distinguished from extrinsic 
fraud (collateral fraud) which was a deceptive means to 
keeping one from enforcing his/her legal rights. The claimant, 
appellant believes it to be.) 
a nd Thomas E. Limbaughl Chairmanl & Thomas P. Baskinl 
commissioner & R.D. Maynard, commissioner& referee Douglas 
claimants privet health records from prison records as stated in the 
defendants MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLA/MANTIS 
REGUESTS FOR DELET/ON Of AGENCY RECORDS 
Infect and for a FACT had sent them to Eric f, Holt, M.D., P.A. 
who evaluated the claimant on October 10 2008 on the request 
of the Idaho state insurance fund, if one is to read the report as 
a hole you can clearly see that the the claimant had ask Mr. holt 
where did he get those files and if one is to read the report as a 
Hole then one can read that the question IN REGUARDS TO 
GOUWRT being ask of claimant was IN records that the IDAHO 
STATE INSURANCE FUND WAS AT THAT MOMENT ON THE 
RECORD TO THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION TO FORCE THE 
CLAIMANT TO SYN MEDICAL RELEASE FORMS DOU TO THE 
FACT THE IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND CANNOT BY LAW 
RECEIVE CLAIMANTS HEALTH RECORD WITHOUT CLAIMANT 
SYNINIG THESE MEDICAL RELEASE RECORD THAT THE STATE 
8-/0 17~ 
INSURANC FUND DID NOT PERTECT THAT THE STATE 
INSURANCE fund RECEIVED BY way of FRAUD. 
Thomas E. Limbaughl Chairmanl & Thomas P. Baskinl commissioner & 
R.D. Maynardl commissioner& referee Douglas Donohuel and is it not 
a fact that the claimant was the one to uncover the fact and not the 
industrial commission on the matter of the claimants privet health 
records AND CLAIMANT prison records as stated in the defendants 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANTIS REGUESTS FOR 
DELETION OF AGENCY RECORD. 
a nd Thomas E. Limbaughl Chairmanl & Thomas P. Baskinl 
commissioner & R.D. Maynardl commissioner& referee Douglas 
that the commission based there claimants PTSD of 5% work related if 
one is to read in the findings of fact the claimant refused not discuss 
anything that DOCTOR HOLT WAS ASKING AND BY THE COMMUISSION 
STATENENT THAT CLAIMANT OPENLY SPOKE ABOUT THE SOME THING 
BUT WAS NOT BEING ONEST TO DOcrOER Holt again if on would read 
the report as a hole then you would know and understand why 
Thomas E. Limbaughl Chairmanl & Thomas P. Baskinl commissioner & 
R.D. Maynardl commissioner& referee Douglas Donohue, 
With watt you the commission has refused to here and the clear effect 
that the claimant, appellant will not be able to make it to the any date 
set for date to not enough notices and claimant appellant fills he will 
ct-tO 
not get a fair hearing do to the fact I wanted a in person hearing and 
more over the claimant, appellant cannot trust the commission in any 
further orders and will move forward to the Idaho court of appeal 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant-Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
ORDER DENYING REQUESTS FOR 
DELETIONS TO THE RECORD 
F ILEi D 
AUG 2 4 2012 
INIU8~IAL COMMISSION 
A hearing in the above entitled case was held on August 23, 2012, on 
Claimant/Appellant's objections to the agency's record on appeal, and this order follows. 
The matter comes before the Idaho Industrial Commission after a final decision and order 
by the Commission, and Claimant's subsequent appeal. Upon service of the record per Idaho 
Appellate Rule 29(a), Claimant filed manifold requests for additions to the record on appeal. On 
August 1, 2012, the Idaho Industrial Commission issued an Order Denying Appellant's Requests 
for Additional Records. That order ruled on 16 requests, including one 153 page fax, that were 
filed in two days. Claimant/Appellant's filings presented argument on the merits ofthe case and 
statements of fact that Claimant! Appellant desired included in the record. None of the requests 
contained a specific request for a single document that could be identified as having been filed 
with the Commission in connection with this case. Further, the record as served on the parties on 
July 18, 2012, contained the entire Commission file. There were no additional documents to be 
ORDER DENYING REQUESTS FOR DELETIONS TO THE RECORD - 1 
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added. Therefore, Claimant/Appellant's request for additional records was denied. 
Since that order Claimant has filed more than 20 objections, requests for hearing, and 
miscellaneous filings. Arguable, these filings may articulate requests that certain documents be 
deleted from the record, and the Commission treats them as such. Pursuant to Idaho Appellate 
Rule 29, the Commission held a hearing on August 23, 2012 at 10:30 a.m. at the Ada County 
Courthouse to entertain argument on those additional objections. 
Claimant did not appear at the hearing. Rachael O'Bar was present representing 
Defendants/Respondents. 
Before the objections are discussed, it is necessary to explain the short notice given for 
this hearing. Once the time for objections to the record had run, the Commission contacted 
Claimant to set a telephone hearing for August 20, 2012. Claimant stated that he would not be 
available but that he would in Boise on August 17,2012. The Commission began the process of 
setting the hearing for August 17, 2012, only to have Claimant advise that he would not be 
available on that date. The Commission then requested of both parties that they provide 
available dates, within a given range. These dates were to be provided to the Commission no 
later than August 23, 2012. On August 22, 2012, Claimant contacted the Commission stating 
that he was not available on any of the dates offered by the Commission but that he would 
available August 23, 2012 at 10:00 am. The Commission went to great lengths to contact 
DefendantslRespondents and set the hearing on short notice. The Commission called Claimant 
to confirm a hearing time of 10:30 am on August 23,2012 and Claimant agreed to the time. All 
the hearing arrangements were made. Just before the close of business on August 22, Claimant 
called the Commission stating that he thought that time was too early, as he was driving through 
ORDER DENYING REQUESTS FOR DELETIONS TO THE RECORD - 2 
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the night to Boise. Claimant requested a hearing in the early afternoon. Because of the difficulty 
in scheduling the hearing, and Claimant's prior agreement to the 10:30 hearing, the Commission 
continued with the hearing as scheduled. Claimant was contacted again to confirm the hearing 
set for August 23, 2012 at 10:30 am. However, as stated above, Claimant did not appear. 
The only issues properly before the Commission are Claimant's objections to the record 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 29( a). Due to the prior Order issued August 1, 2012, the only 
discussion the Commission will address is whether the Commission should approve the removal 
of documents in the record as requested by Claimant. 
While Claimant has filed many objections with the Commission, none set forth a 
document title and few refer to page numbers for identification. The objections that are 
identifiable are general in nature requesting things such as the deletion of false statements made 
by Defendants or doctors or attorneys. Claimant's objections are not supported by an argument 
to explain the need to delete such filings or statements. No legal argument is made. 
Defendants argue that it would benefit the Court and the efficiency ofthe process to leave 
the entire record intact. Then all the documents would be available if needed on appeal and no 
illusion of impropriety would be found in the record. 
The Commission has reviewed all of Claimant's filing and finds no reason to make any 
deletions to the record. Claimant's objections are confusing and the objections that can be 
identified within the record are not supported by a persuasive argument. The record is best 
preserved as a whole for the appeal process. 
Finally, judicial economy dictates that it would be better to include items that the 
Supreme Court would be free not to consider than to wrongly strike it and go through the 
ORDER DENYING REQUESTS FOR DELETIONS TO THE RECORD - 3 
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additional process of augmentation. 
Accordingly, Claimant's objections to the record are DENIED. No documents will be 
deleted from the record. The record is deemed settled and this matter is fully within the 
jurisdiction of the Idaho Supreme Court. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this d-4~ day of ~u.st ,2012. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
ATTEST: 
ORDER DENYING REQUESTS FOR DELETIONS TO THE RECORD - 4 
/77/ 
CERT~ICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~l{ ~ day of &ifSt , 2012 a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing ORDER DENYING REQUESTS FO DELETIONS TO THE RECORD was 
served by facsimile processing machine upon each of the following persons: 
JAMES W CLARK 
FAX # (360) 258-1619 
ALAN HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
FAX # (208) 344-5510 
**and served by regular United States Mail to the following: 
JAMES W. CLARK 
3515 HARNEY ST 
VANCOUVER, WA 98660 
ORDER DENYING F-EQUESTS FOR DELETIONS TO THE RECORD - 5 
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CERTIFICATION 
I, the undersigned Assistant Commission of the 
Commission of the State do CERTIFY that the is a true correct 
photocopy of Order Denying Appellant's Request for Additional Records Pursuant to I.A.R. 
and Order Denying Requests for Deletions to the Record, and the 111 
IC case number l3505 for James W. Clark. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my and official seal of 
Commission this day of August, 
CERTIFICATION (SC #40016-2012 RE: JAMES \V. CLARK) - 1 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CR Y BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
COMMISSIO~ OF IDAHO 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby cenify that on the 28th day of August, 2012 a true and correct condensed 
Transcript of 
JAMES W. CLARK 
3515 HARNEY ST 
VANCOUVER, W A 98660 
of August 23, 2012, was served by regular United States Mail upon: 
ALAN HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
/ 
roo [ZLZQ ON XH/X~l 99:60 
JAMES W CLARK 






BEFOR THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAM ES\/tl CLARK Court of appeal Docket No. 40016-2012 
CLAMAINT, APPELLANT I ndustrial Commission Docket No. 2008-013505 
v claimant, a lant objection 
CRY BABY FOODS LLC, Employer to clerks EXTENS!ON of 
AND time tell 09-19-2012 to 
Idaho state insurance fund file clerks records to 
Surety CLERK OF THE court 
Respondent Dependence 
Clamantl appellant spoke with Marie (Wilson) Arnold clerk of the agencies records 
at about 3: wash time on august 22,2012 to let her know that the appellant, 
claimant would be in town to hand deliver claimant, appellants response to the 
filing of thE~ hearing work sheet that was doe before 5 o'clock august 23 2012and 
if the industrial commission and all parties would like to meet and try to bring 
these issues to a close I would be in town Marie (Wilson) Arnold got back with the 
appellant, claimant and said they could have a meeting at 1030am on august 23 
2012 AND IT TAKES AT LEEST 8 HRS TO DRIVE and I explained that was too early 
for I and m'y' companion would have to stay up all night plus beaning up all that 
day it was not a good time and that was the last appellant; claimant heard from 
I 
zoo 40 [ZaS ON nIlXL] flS: 60 10ZI LZISO 
the Industrial commission. On arrival home on august 24, 2012 
received a clerk of cou I stating 
A clerks request for excitation of time was file with the clerk of the court of 
appeal. 
ClAIMANTF APPELLANT OBJECT TO MOTION R EXTINTION 
THERE HAS BEEN STATEMENTS AND DEFLAMATORY COMMENTS MADE 
ABOUT CLAIMANlT, APPELLANT THAT HAS ALR EN PUPBLISHED IN THE 






DO TO THE FROAU MALlES,THE VIOLATIONS ON LYNN 
LUKER/ATTORNY/LEGESLATOE AND THE SLANDER OF FALES STATEMANTS THAT 
HAS BEEN PUBPLISH R PUPUC VIEW. THE CLAIMANT, APPELLANT CAN CLEARLY 
SHOW THfllT THE C OF THE AGENCEYS RECORD AND THE INDUSTRIAL 
COMMISSION AND E LAW OFFICCE OF ANDERSO JUUAN& HULL LlC IS JUST 
TRYING TO COVER UP THERE CLEAR ABOUSE OF AUTHOROTYj AND FOR THE 
DEFENDANICE TO COVER UP THE FACT THAT TH E HAS BEEN A LOT OF FALES 
STATEMANTS MAD 
THE FACT OF THE FALES STAMENTS MADE AND IF NOT ,CLA!MANT,APELLANT 
BELEAVES THAT THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION BE MADE TO MOVE FORWORD IN 
THE FILING OF THE AGENCES RECORD TO THE CLERK OF THE COURT WITH OUT 
DELAY AND FOR THE iNDUSTRIAL COMMiSSION TO ALL SO FORWORD ALL FILENG 
OF REGUEST FOR RECORD TO THE CORT OF APEALS TO INCLUDE ALL FILINGS IF 
THEY WERE FILED PROPPERLY OR NOT SO CLAIMANT }APPELLANT CAN SHOW 
THAT THE CLAIMANT/APPELLANT GAVE HIS BEST TO FILE THE FILING OF RECORD 
TO THE COUT OF APEAL AND DO TO THE FACT THAT THE CLAIMANT} APPELLANT 
HAS NOT HEARD BACK FROM THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ON CLAMANTS, 
I 
Zd '>jJ818 S8W8~ 8j;7990 Z ~ LZ Bnv 
~oo [ZLZS O~ X~/XLl SS:60 NO ZTOZ/LZ/SO 
APPELLANTS FlUNG OF AUGEST 2, 7 OR THE 16 2012. CLAIMANT, APPELLANT 
BElEAVE ALSO THIS IS JUST ABOUT WAITING TELL E LEG ON G OVER AT 
THE END OF SEP 2012. THE Clerk OF THE COURT OF APEAl may not think the 
issues that have been publish is nothing but to claimants, appellant daughter 
these false statement or and can be damaging to her so the claimantl appellant is 
requesting to have the clerk of the agencies record Marie (Wilson) Arnold to 
move forward with the fling of the agencies recorded to the clerk of the court of 
appeal. 
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james \II/. Clark 
.::,/17/08 
C:y Baby Foods, LLC 
State ins'Jrance Fund 
2.008·-0; 3505 
Enclosed are the Answers to interrogatories together with a return 
envelope. Please review the answers to ensure their correctness. Please 
sign the last page and return it to me in the enclosed envelope You do 
not need to send all of the Answers. 
if you have changes to any of ·the answers, p lease call rne and we can do 
them over the phone. We need to get these answers completed and flIed 
as soon as possible. 
Enclosures 
Yours truly. 
L Yl'-JN M, LUKER, PA 
~:.;-r(. ~_~ __ 
"'"'' '" - ~.-- ........ ---
Lynn M. Luker 
Attorney at Law 
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J rnh.-.l ke::!~.:i;Jn.j r,dspnn J.C01Yl 
LYNN M. LUKER~ P.A. 
ATTO~~EY AT LAVI 
March 5, 2010 
Judicia! Division 
Idaho industrial Commission 
P. 0 .. Box 83720 






James W. Clark 
4/17108 
Cry Baby Foods, LLC 
State Insurance Fund 
2008-013505 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
I am iA/riting in regard to the Motion to Vacate Telephone Conference filed by 
Ms. 0'8ar in the above matter. Claimant concurs in the request 
Furthermore, the motion was the first notice that claimant's counsel had 
regarding the referenced telephone status conference. 
At the present time the parties are still engaged in discovery and a medical 
evaluation commissioned by the defendants is pending. A telephone 
conference is not necessary at this point at le3st from claimant's 
perspective. If the Commission feels that a conference is necessary, 
claimant's counsel would request that it not be set until at least 10 days after 




Lynn M. u er 
Attorney at Law 
cc: Rachael rvl. O'Bar 
'>11818 sewBr 
LOO [ZLZ8 ON XH/XLl 89:60 
LYNN M. LUKER 
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NN M. LUKER, P.A~ 
ATfORl\j'EY AT LAW 
December 29, 2010 
James W. Clark 
4/17/08 
C:~i Sat,y For:.ds, L~C 
State Insurance Fund 
2008-013505 
This is just written confirmation that j received your letter of December 27. 
2010 asking that I accept the last offer of $120,000 to dose :/our claim, 
and I contact(:;d Mr. Hull according to your request. 
As we discussed on the phone yesterday, the surety chose to change its 
offer after your ,ejection ofi:he prior offer. The offer is still $120,000, but 
they now want crecit for the impairment previously paid of 527,531.90. 
T'here is also a child Sl!pport lien outstanding of $4,372.07 which would 
have to be paid from the settlement. That would leave a new funds 
available before attorney fees and co~ts of $88,096.03. 
You indicated that you \,,"'i~rE: not interested in tr:at offer, a.nd I conveyed 
that to Mr. l-iuil. Therefore we are back to the status before your lei:ter of 
Ds-comber 27, 2010, where the order of withdrawal is effectiVE:, and I am 
,".(} IOi/ger invoiv,~d if' Lt~2 case. i unclef~tand ;ridL yuU did i-Jick up U!(: fib 
from the Industrial Comrnt~,sion. ! am sorry that this last atterr:pt to resolve 
the case did not wor\<, out 
Enclosures 
Yours truly, 
LYNN M. L.UKER, P.A. 
l_lrm M. Lui<:r::r 
Atto"r~(3)' al !...<.lW 
/7~1 
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STATE INSURANCE FuND 
January 30, 2009 
BRAD KlLIP CL<\IMS ADJUSTER 
SAIF CORP 
400 HIGH ST SE 






Dear Mr. Kilip: 
200806268 
James W. Clark 
Crybaby Foods 
4-17-0& 
.. Alan Hull @001/001 
This letter is in response to your correspondence dated January 23. 2009 regarding the above-
captioned claimanL Enclosed please find the records that were mailed to the Sl:21:e Insurance 
Fund on or about August 14, 2008. Please be advised the State Insurance Fund has deleted thesl~ 
records from our computer system.; therefoTe, no records from SAIF regarding Mr. Clark are on 
our system. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. lfyou have any questions, please call our office at 
(20S) 332-2,1-22. 
JEWEL OWEN 




1215 W. STATE STREET. P .O. BOX 83720 • BOrSE, IDAHO 8'3720-0044 
PHONE (208) 332-2100 • (800) 334-23 7(} • w wwJDAHOSlF.ORO 
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lnfortllSiion to be di:>eiosed: 
Q DiscIJJxge Swmna..ry 
Q fllirory & PbysjcaI Ex:a:m 





[J ~diolclgy Reports 
~tire IU::coID 
[J Otb:t: Speci:fY _______________ _ 
I tIllderrtaJtd tbt the dlsclDsure ImI.y lncludc WIohrultion r:mting to (checl: if applicable): 
Q AIDS 01[ m:v 
Q PsychiEltri~ or Mental Health Infi:::mnation 
o DrugiAlcohol Abuse fufon:nation 
r 
1 ~ that the i:nfbrmIIucm to be released may include mataial £hat is protected by Federal Law (45 CFR Part 1(4) 
and that the in.ionn.lJ.tion:tOay be su:h,i= to redisciorore by tile recipient lUld no l:o:nger be pt:O~ by the fetic:u1 
reguhtiOIlS. I l.!lldJ:;rs;Umd thnt this amilruization. me.ybe m'oked in writing at:my time: by noti:fYing the privac:ropi(Xr, 
e.rc:ept tl:.at l:='01::ing the Buthorization -won't apply to ioIonnatioll alteady mcased In res:ponse to this anthm:i:a.tioll.. I 
\lIldem2t;:u!'lbat Ihe: pro vi del" will not conditiUll. tt"'..atJ;:nc:ot. paymeJ:J.t, enrollment, or eligibility fur be:nefits on my sigJling 
tl:ris all1bxi::ation.. UnICSIf gtiu!Twist! Nn'oJu4. this <Udlr.Orf-41J1f will tttpire u"9/'J rt!:sol1df.pn ofmafwr"s compowtth.m 
cUdm. P:n:n~, its t::mployces. ofiicen, copY servic<: collti:l.ctor, and pbysiciam l!!lC hereby ttk:ued froa my legal 
responsibility or liability for' CJSUl;e of the above infunn.ation to the extent indicated Imd autluTrized by 2m': OIl this fOllIl 
andu cutl.i:aed • o.1ice of vac::y. My r>ig;J:U.l:UIc bdQW IU.1thoOzes release e>fall information sped...lli:d in this 
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STATE INSURANCE FUND 
i 
FAX NO. 
ID DEPARTMEJoIT OF CORRECTION FAX (208) 327-7444 
MEDICAL RECORDS 
ATTN: ANN OR BRENT PACKER 
RE: CLI\.IM #. 200806268 





Cry Baby Foods 
4!J7/08 
To ~'hom It MayCoruxm 
We. arc the workers cclmpensarion carrier for Cry B::roy Foods al which James Walter Clark has 
filed an iodusmai cl<Un1. 
In order for us to proceed with James Walter Clark's drum, It is necessary tbal we ohtatn copies 
of nll past medical records. 
Enclosed LS a :;igned and dau::d medLCal release aurh.onzation. Please forward copies of all past 
medical records In reference to any treatmenL James Walter Clark has received in your facility 
Submit this inronuntion 10 the STATE TNSIJRANCE Fl.J}.;D, 1215 WEST ST ATE STREET, 
BOX 83720. BOISE. IDAHO 83720-0044. 
Thank you for your help m this maner. If you have any qUes.tI'XlS, please: conlact me directly at 
(208) 332-2422. 
Sincerely" .e t9uJ~ 
~ 
Senior Clnun:. Exmninc.:r 
JO Ib-07o~s '" 
Enclosure 
cc: FIle:: 
Alan JL Hull 
o ~d 
t2~5W STII..ITSncer· PO.i}.Qxg3120 - BOISf>Lo.AtIOgJ72{l"OO~4 
PHONE(208) 3J2-2 200. (&OO):)]4-D70 ~ wwv.; iDAHOSIFORG 
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OSURE OF HEALTH TION 
Ci.ty State Zip Code 
InfOrIDlliiOIl to be disclosed: Date(s) of Raspitalb:atiQnJCare.: __________ _ 
o Discharge Sln:n:mJlry 
o HistoIy & Physic:.a.l Exam 
o CQnscimtion Rcporls 




~n1irr: lbcc,rd o Oth...'T. Spc::;uy ________________ _ 
I Illlden;owd tl~t the disclDsure may include iruohnatIan relating to (che:::k ifapplicabk:): 
o AIDS orHIV 
o l'sych.ia1ric or MenW Health Information 
o Drug/Alcohol Abuse Infm:DllltioD 
T 
I 1.lllderslaod that the information to be released may include material that is protected by Fede:raluw (45 CFR Part 1(4) 
2Uld thAt the info=ti= may be subjcct 10 r-vdisciosure by the recipi::ut and no ionge:r be protected by the federal 
regulations.. I undc::sta!ld that -:Iris e.uthorizaticIl may be ~oked in writing t.t 4lly ti.Loc by notifying the pri'VllCY ~r. 
e.xcept that re.yoJ::ing the authorization WGIl't apply to tnformstion already released in res-ponsc to this authoriza.ti~il. I 
understalJd that the provider will not co;:.cii.tiOll. tr"...a~rrt, payment" enrollm:mt. or eligibility for ~fits Oll my sigtUng 
this authorl:z:stiolL UJtle~s otherwise f'e'VOK.l!d, this /1lllhttrirptiDN will apire upon resolJdUJn 0(':19,,*"'5 ci>mpe~" 
clsIlm.. Provida, it:! cmplc)'«'S, CFfficcn, wpy ~~ COlltnctor, and pbysiciam are hereby rdessed frc;m any legal 
rcspons ihility or liability for ' closure of the aOOve infonn.ation to the eXlent in:!.icatecl and aufuorized by me on this form 
and as outli..ued . olice ofP "aey. My signature below authorizes release cfill i..o.fonnatioll specified in this 
a.uthorizati Any questions. t ve reg . disclosu.re may be directed to the privacy officer of the Provider 
spe::i.fi I!.bOVI~e::... _--7"?""':;;,....::.-,.'?-<~c:. 








10402 Ran Road Lane 






y FOODS LLC 
.. 
We have been notified from the Idaho Industrial Commission, Rehabilitation 
Division that you have been medically released by Dr. Gross on May 29, 2008 for 
rnodifiedjlight duty work 
\ ,We are pleased to offer you a return-to-work full time position starting June 3, 
2008. Your duties ,NiH be modified for light and one hand accommodating work 
If you intend to return to work, you may start Tuesday, June 3, 2008 at 7:00 am. 







Cry Baby Foods LLC 
482 
WEISER,lD 83672 
(208)549-30000FFI(E (2M) 549-3000'FAX 
-=..:::=-contact us at [208) 549,-30QO .. 
WASffiNGTON 
P,O. BOX 1115 . ~~. 
ROYAL CITY, WA 993~;:,i";. . I 
(509) 764-0444 OfFICE (s,09{;',6+-7350 I , 
.' k." "~,. ',' 
,"I<~ji.'i: . 
';',;$.,,'1' 
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CRYBABY FOODS, LlC, Employer) 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant, R,espondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORDS 
The Appellant is asking that the Idaho state industrial 
commission to add in the agency's record to the supreme court 
of the state of Idaho and the supreme court of appeals is as 
follows; 
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JERRY J . GOICOECHEA 
ROGER L. BRQWf,' 
• Of Idaho & California Ba r 
St. Mary's Crossing 
2537 'N. State Street 
Suite 130 
P .O . Box 6190 
Boise , JD 8 3 707-61 9 0 
Boise 
(20S) 33 6 - 6400 
FAX 
;208) 3 3 6-<3404 
)THEFI OFACE LOCATIONS 
Iwin Falls - Burley 
daho Falls 
:IN 8 2 -0366626 
LIMITED UAB1UTY 




10402 Raj ad Lane 
Payette daho 83661 
(208) 05-9538 (H) 
/) 642-2810 (Msg.) 
Goicoechea Law Offices 
October 15, 2008 
Re: Your Workers' Compensation Claim 
Date of Accident: April 17, 2008 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
Thank you for contacting Goicoechea Law Offices, Chtd. regarding your 
workers' compensation claim. Unfortunately. I regret to inform you that our 
office is unable to represent you in this matter. As Paula mentioned,to you 
this morning via telephone, my associate, Roger Brown, will be leaving our 
firm. As such, I will be taking over a portion of his current case load and will 
not have the time necessary to dedicate to your case. 
You may wish to contact Idaho State Bar Referral Services at 525 West 
Jefferson , Boise, Idaho 83702, (208) 334-4500. 
Thank you for contacting Goicoechea Law Offices and I wish you the best of 
luck in pursuing your claim. 





GOJCOECHEA LAW OFFICE, CHTD. 
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nate of &Irth: 
EMI'l #: 
CLARK. JAMES W 
000739553 Hasp_ &rv_: 







Job Number: 1049154 Version: 0 
UFEFLIGJIT 
HlSTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: The patient is a 49-year-okl who was at work at an onion processing 
planL He states he got his arm caught io some sort of a roller assembly that only has about 1/4 inch of space 
between the rollers, pulled his foreann through and twisted it around. rus,~eaun was stuck in the rollers 
~were stiU.tlJm.ing for at least IS minutes before someone was.able-,to'tUm:the'm3¢hineiyoft'He was 
stiUstuck m the Wlit for another 15:20 rrimutes before parrunedi6s cOuld get him extricated. He complains 
of associated numbness and tingling in all ofms fingers and thumb of the right hand and his right hand area. 
Paramedics arrived on scene.. started an IV. gave the patient 10 mg of morphine. spl inled the ri ght forearm 
They:~tated that there is an abrasion/contusion over the mid foreann area with a significant depression 
where the roller .. vas on both sjdes ofms forearm. Unknown if there are any fractures. They say they did not 
feci any crepitance but they are suspecting a fiacture. They splinted the arm, put abandage on the abrasion 
area and awaited Life Flight arrival. Patient denies any other injury. He denies ty shortness of breath or . :::::::::;c:S::::: ::::Signific=' lu= to rus right fQreann 
witp potefltia] forcompartmeot syndrome. He already has neurologic defici~below the injury area and 
, ~~e sw.~1!5~g .~tb.e. hand J1lis--f%lu:i~.a~ c.enter ~·tmuna~eon evaluatij!!1, Potentially 52YW 





The patient is found supine on a stretcher in the back o f an advanced li fe 
support arnbuianceon scene. Patient is alert and orientJ=d. Able to 1alk 
without difficulty. Skin is warm, dry and pink. Other than facial mask of 
pain. he is in no obvious distress Of" obvious life threatening situation upon 
initial exam. We 00 note that his right forearm has been splinted and 
bandaged. He has no respiratory issues.. 
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~EOB l=HE INDU~TRIAL CE?M~-5SI~:VHE S~~.. ~ ",,' I. I \ ~ TfJ.- .,nL SUPf'Z-rn£L CoW' O· T~1t:t '. ~ vi) ~C\() ..... J.-,-e; 
JAMESW CLARK Court of appeal Docket No. 40016-2012 
CLAMAINT, APPELLANT Industrial Commission Docket No. 2008-013505 
v claimant} appellant objection 
CRY BABY FOODS LLC} Employer to clerks EXTENSION of 
AND time tell 09-19-2012 to 
Idaho state insurance fund file clerks records to 
Surety the CLERK OF THE court 
Respondent Dependence 
Clamant} appellant spoke with Marie (Wilson) Arnold clerk of the agencies records 
at about 3:15 wash time on august 22,2012 to let her know that the appellant} 
claimant would be in town to hand deliver claimant, appellants response to the 
filing of the hearing work sheet that was doe before 5 o'clock august 23 2012and 
if the industrial commission and all parties would like to meet and try to bring 
these issues to a close I would be in town Marie (Wilson) Arnold got back with the 
appellant, claimant and said they could have a meeting at 1030am on august 23 
2012 AND IT TAKES AT LEEST 8 HRS TO DRIVE and I explained that was too early 
for I and my companion would have to stay up all night plus beaning up all that 
day it was not a good time and that was the last appellant, claimant heard from 
~ocn"nco tn 1'10,.(" "f th., I'nllrt "f "nn.,,,1c nrrlor ar:>ntina ",nrQ tim., nn :>IICllct /1 /("11/ 
/710; 
the industrial commission. On arrival home on august 24, 2012 claimants had 
received a letter from the clerk of the records of the court of appeal stating that 
A clerks request for excitation of time was file with the clerk of the court of 
appeal. 
CLAIMANT, APPELLANT OBJECT TO THE MOTION FOR EXTINTION OF TIME. 
THERE HAS BEEN FALES STATEMENTS AND DEFLAMATORY COMMENTS MADE 
ABOUT CLAIMANT, APPELLANT THAT HAS ALREADY BEEN PUPBLISHED IN THE 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSIONS FINDING OF FACT AND CONCLUSSION OF LAW. 
CLAIMANT, APPELLANT HAS NOT RECEIVED ANY FILING OF MOTIONS FROM THE 
DEFENDANCE NOR THE CLERK OF THE RECORD OF APEALL, ON WHAT THE 
MOTION OF GOOD CAUSE WAS BAST ON. THE CLAIMANTAPPELLANT BELEAVE 
DO TO THE FROAUD,MALlES,THE VIOLATIONS ON LYNN 
LUKER/ATIORNY/LEGESLATOE AND THE SLANDER OF FALES STATEMANTS THAT 
HAS BEEN PUBPLISH FOR PUPLIC VIEW. THE CLAIMANT, APPELLANT CAN CLEARLY 
SHOW THAT THE CLERK OF THE AGENCEYS RECORD AND THE INDUSTRIAL 
COMMISSION AND THE LAW OFFICCE OF ANDERSO JULlAN& HULL LLC IS JUST 
TRYING TO COVER UP THERE CLEAR ABOUSE OF AUTHOROTY, AND FOR THE 
DEFENDANCE TO COVER UP THE FACT THAT THERE HAS BEEN A LOT OF FALES 
STATEMANTS MADE. THE CLAIMANT,APPELLANT IS REGUESTING THE 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION TO REMOVE FROM THERE WEB PAGE THE 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION FINDINGS OF FACTS AND CONCLUSSION OF LAW FOR 
THE FACT OF THE FALES STAMENTS MADE AND IF NOT ,CLAIMANT,APELLANT 
BELEAVES THAT THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION BE MADE TO MOVE FORWORD IN 
THE FILING OF THE AGENCES RECORD TO THE CLERK OF THE COURT WITH OUT 
DELAY AND FOR THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION TO ALL SO FORWORD ALL FILENG 
OF REGUEST FOR RECORD TO THE CORT OF APEALS TO INCLUDE ALL FILINGS IF 
THEY WERE FILED PROPPERLY OR NOT SO CLAIMANT ,APPELLANT CAN SHOW 
THAT THE CLAIMANTAPPELLANT GAVE HIS BEST TO FILE THE FILING OF RECORD 
TO THE COUT OF APEAL. AND DO TO THE FACT THAT THE CLAIMANT, APPELLANT 
HAS NOT HEARD BACK FROM THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ON CLAMANTS, 
R"'" ..... n ..... "'" tn ,..I",rv nf the> ,..nllrt nf "' .......... "''''Ic nrrl"'r crr::. ..... ti ..... a rnnre> tirno " ..... ""'CfI."t ?1 ?()1? 
r~{JV 
APPELLANTS FILING OF AUGEST 2} 7 OR THE 162012. CLAIMANT} APPELLANT 
BELEAVE ALSO THIS IS JUST ABOUT WAITING TELL THE LEGESLATION GET OVER AT 
THE END OF SEP 2012. THE Clerk OF THE COURT OF APEAL may not think the 
issues that have been publish is nothing but to claimants} appellant daughter 
these false statement or and can be damaging to her so the claimant} appellant is 
requesting to have the clerk of the agencies record Marie (Wilson) Arnold to 
move forward with the fling of the agencies recorded to the clerk of the court of 
appeal. 
/ v 
(:)",cnnnc", tn ,..1",,.1- nf tho ,..n,.,.t nf "'nno",lc nr~o .. ar:>ntina m("wo ti mo nn ", •• at.ct ? 1 ?n1? 
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LYNN M. LUKER 




SPECIALIST IN IDAHO 
MAILING ADDRESS 
P.O. BOX 190929 
BOISE. IDAHO 83719 
STREET ADDRESS 
1010 N. ORCH}\.Rl) STREET #4 







LYNN M. LUKER, P.A. 
James W. Clark 








ATTORNEY AT LAW 
September 29,2010 
James VII. Clark 
i·J17/08 
Cry Baby Foods, LLC 
State insurance Fund 
2008·-013505 
Enclosed are the Answers to Interrogatories together with a return 
envelope. Please review the answers to ensure their correctness. Please 
sign the last page and return it to me in the enclosed envelope. You do 
not need to send all of the Answers. 
It you have changes to any of the answers, please cail me and we can do 
'[hem over the phone. We need to get these answers completed and filed 
as soon as possible. 
Enclosures 
Yours truly, 
1... YNN M. LUKER, P.A. 
(/~-(~~ 
Lynn M. LUKer 
Attorney at Law 
LYNN M. LUKER 
LICENSED IN 





P.O HOX 190929 
SOlSE. lD 83719 
STFF:ET ADDRESS 
1010 N. ORCHARD STREET #4 







LYNN M. LUKER, P.A. 
ATIORNEY AT LAW 
March 5, 2010 
Judicial Division 
Idaho Industrial Commission 
P. O. Box 83720 






James W. Clark 
4/17108 
Cry Baby Foods, LLC 
State Insurance Fund 
2008-013505 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
I am writing in regard to the Motion to Vacate Telephone Conference filed by 
Ms. O'Bar in the above matter. Claimant concurs in the request. 
Furthermore, the motion was the first notice that claimant's counsel had 
regarding the referenced telephone status conference. 
At the present time the parties are still engaged in discovery and a medical 
evaluation commissioned by the defendants is pending. A telephone 
conference is not necessary at this point at least from claimant's 
perspective. If the Commission feels that a conference is necessary, 
claimant's counsel would request that it not be set until at least 10 days after 
the current legislative session. See IRCP 5 (g). 
cc: Rachael M. O'Bar 
Yours truly, 
'. 
Lynn ~f Luker 
Attorney at Law 
LYNN M. LUKER 




SPECLALIST IN IDAHO 
MillLING ADDRESS 
PO. BOX 190929 
BOISE. IDAHO 83719 
STREET .ADDRESS 
1010 N. ORCHARD STREET #4 







LYNN M. LUKER, P.A. 
James W, Clark 
P.O, Box 391 







ATTORNEY AT LAW 
December 29,2010 
James W. Clark 
4/17/08 
State Insurance Fund 
2008-013505 
This is just written confirmation that i received your letter of December 27, 
2010 asking that I accept the last offer of $120,000 to dose 'four claim, 
and I contacted Mr. Hull according to your request. 
As we discussed on the phone yesterday, the surety chose to change its 
offer after your rejection of i:he prior offer. The offer is still $120,000, but 
they now want creait forthE: impairment previously paid of $27,531.90. 
There is also a child support lien outstanding of $4,372,07 which would 
have to be paid from the settlement. That would leave a new funds 
avai!able before attorney fees and co~ts of $88,096.03. 
'lou indicated that youwem not in~erested in tf:al offer, and I conveyed 
that to Mr. Huil. Therefore we are back to the status before your letter of 
December 27, 2010, where the order of \fJ~thdrawal is effective, and I am 
no longer involved in the case. ! understand 1.hai yuu did pick. up the fib 
from the Industrial Commission, I am sony that this last attempt to resolve 
the case did not work out. 
Enclosures 
Yours truly, 
LYNN M. LUKER, P.A. 
L{t1n 1\1. LUK!?r 
AttO'T1GY at Law 
02/03/2009 08:08 FTP ANDERSON,JULIAN & HULL 
STATE INSURANCE FUND 
January 30, 2009 
BRAD KlLIP CLAIMS ADmSTER 
SAIFCORP 
400111GHSTSE 





-- ... ~. 
Dear Mr. Kilip: 
200806268 
James W. Clark 
Crybaby Foods 
4-17~08 
+ .Han Hull @OOl/001 
TIns letter is in response to your correspondence dated January 23,2009 regarding the above-
captioned claimant Enclosed please find the records that were mailed to the State Insurance 
Fund on or about August 14,2008. Please be advised the State Insurance Fund has deleted these 
records from our computer system; therefore, no records from SAIF regarding Mr. Clark are on 
our system. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you have any questions, please call our office at 
(208) 332-2422. 
JEWEL OWEN 
Senior Claims Examiner 
JO:OB-4254 
Enclosure 
cc: Alan Hull, Esq. / 
t~ i't 
~--~---------------------------------------------------------1215 W. STATE STR.BET • P.O. Box 83720 • aOISE,lDAlIO 83720-0044 






(PrtrHdItr u~ 0Itly) • 
MedIeIJ ltteonl N1Imber:,,,=,"""~=--___ _ 
tl l'fc1t"Coplcs c FuCopled, ___ --
a Mall Coplet 
ID Coll1\rmed b~ 
Aum~~N ~R])ISCLOSURE OFHEALTIIINFORMATION 
I hereby authorize ~;; h to disclose health infomIation as sp<;cified: 
NI11/Ie - II'IllSI be rpidji& for IIlICh provilfu 
p~eorn~furd~:.-,,!L~zz~~~a~~~~~~ ____________________________________ _ 
(e.g. Worl:tT's ~011 Claim) 
Information to be disclosed: Dafe{l} ofB'ospitallxationlCare:, ________ _ 
Q Discha:rg~ Summa..ry 
Q History &. Physical Exam 




a !9dioJogy Reports 
~tirl: Record 
Q Other. spccifY, _____________ _ 
I Ullders~nd that the disclosure may Include lnfohnatIon relating to (check if applicable): 
o AIDSorffiV 
C Psychiatric or Mental Health Infonnation 
[J Drug/Alcohol Abme fniormation 
1 
I understand that the information to be released may include material that is protected by Federal Law (45 CFR Part 164) 
and that the infoIms.tion may be suhject to rediseiosure by the recipient and no ionger be prote:cted by the fecic:ni 
regulatiOllS. r wderstand that this authorization may be revoked in writing at any time by 1lOt:i1'yi.ng the privacy ~cer, 
exoept that revoling the authorization won't apply to information already released in response to this anthorl.2:atiofl. I 
understand that the provider will not condition treatment. payment. enrollment. or eligt'bility fur benefits on my siping 
this authorization. Unless otherwist reoked. tIt.is tnt/hl1rltg1lDlI. will aire UPfJll TesomtUm ofWftr'kg·s CDmpeMlStiDtf 
chtim. Provider, its employees, officcn, copy servi~ contractor, and physicians are hereby released from my legal 
responsibility or liability for • eloSUle of the above information to the extent indicated and authorized by me on this fonn 
and as outlined • otice of vacy. My signature below authorizes release ofill information specified in this 
authorizati Any quemons t Ye re . <iisclosure may be directed to the privacy officer of the Provider 
oove .. ____ ~~~~~~L 
Signature of Legal Representative & Refmitmshfp to Patient/Authority to Act Date 
Signature of Wltlfess Date 











Phone Number:.~ ;:_ 
SSN or Case Number:-..I..
(Provuw Uu ~) . 
Medical Rec:Dnl Ntmber. 
o FIde. ~ Copies c Fa.r'':::C:-'op''':'les--='-----
o M~U Copies 
ID Conflrmed b~: 
OSURE OF HEALTH ON 
-:Io~~..I.--.L~~,ez.,;.~L..J-:---.,.---- to disclose health information as specified: 
To: ___________ ~~~--~~---~~--~~~--~~~~----------,._~-------
City State Zip O>de 
p~eorD~dfurda~:,~,~!~~~&2~~~~~~-----------------------______ _ 
(e.g. Worker', ~.tiO!l Claim) 
InfonnatioD to be disclosed: 
Q Discharge Summary 
Q History & Physical Exam 
Q Consultation Reports 
Q Operative Reports 
Q Lab 
Q Pathology 
Q ~diology Reports 
~Dtire Record 
Date{s) of HospitalizatioolCare: ___________ _ 
Q Other: SpecUy ______________ _ 
I understand that the disclosure may include information relating to (check if applica.ble): 
o AIDS orHIV 
Q Psychiatric or Mental Health Information 
o Drug/Alcohol Abwe Information 
f 
1 UDderstand that the information to be released may include material that is protected by Federal Law (45 CFR Part 164) 
and thAt the information may be subject to redisciosure by the recipient and no ionger be protected by the fecieral 
regulations. I understand that this authorization may be revoked in writing at Ally time by notifying the privacy officer, 
except that revoJcing the authorization won't apply to information already released in response to this allthorizatioll. I 
understand that the provider will not condition treatment, payment, enrollment, or eligibility for benefits on my sigl)ing 
this authorization. Unless otherwise revoked, th.is tIuthorl;atlon will p:pire upon resolution o(werke's compenS4tion 
claim. Provider, its employees. officen, copy service conln.ctor, Blld physicians arc hereby released from any legal 
responsibility or liability for . closure of the above information to the extent indicated and authorized by me on this form 
and as outlined· otice ofP vacy. My signature below authorizes release ofall information specified in this 
authorizati Any questions t ve reg . disclosure may be directed to the privacy officer of the Provider 
specifi above ___ . _---::::tt"':~~~~~ 
Signature of Legal RepresentatiVt~ & Re14tir1hship to Patient/Authority to Act Dale 
I 
~----------------------!m I 
Signature of Witness Title Date 
ComplalDI- Pal:e J of J 
CRY 
James Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, ID 83661 
~ 
Mr.Cla.rkl 
BABY FOODS LLC 
May 30,2008 
We have been notified from the Idaho Industrial Commission, Rehabilitation 
Division that you have been medically released by Dr. Gross on May 29, 2008 for 
modified/light duty work 
"We are pleased to offer you a return-to-work full time position starting June 3, 
"\~.. 2008. Your duties will be modified for light and one hand accommodating work. 
1. 
. If you intend to return to work, you may start Tuesday, June 31 2008 at 7:00 am. 
Please notify our office of your intentions as soon as possible. Also, if you 






.. Ken Adams 
Plant Supervisor 
Cry Baby Foods LtC 
. :c' . ~·~·l$t 
. IDAH~,OFFICE . ,4~ .'~ 
. 482 INDUSTRIAL ROAD/ . 
";"-
WEISER,·ID 83672'; , 
(208) 549-3000'OFFICE (208) 549-300cfFAX:' 
\ 
WASHINGTON OFFICE 
P.O. BOX 1115 ,.:~~ ..... f ~04 -
ROYAL CITY, WA9~3!l;,,{. .1 
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CRYBABY FOODS, llC, Employer, 
And 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant, Respondent. 
STATE COURT DOCKET NO. 40016-2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO 2008-013505 
REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORDS 
The Appellantis asking that the Idaho state industrial 
commission to add in the agency's record to the supreme court 











JERRY J. GOICOECHEA 
ROGER L. BROWW 
" Of Idaho & California Bar 
5J2 
St. Mary's Crossing 
2537 W. State Street 
Suite 130 
P.O. Box 6190 
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Goicoechea Law Offices 
/' 
James Clark/ 
1 0402~ai . oad Lane 
Payette daho 83661 
~~¢> 05-9538 (H) 
; ) 642-2810 (Msg.) 
October 15, 2008 
Re: Your Workers' Compensation Claim 
Date of Accident: April 17, 2008 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
.. -~i 
Thank you for contacting Goicoechea Law Offices, Chtd. regarding your 
workers' compensation claim. Unfortunately, I regret to inform you that our 
office is unable to represent you in this matter. As Paula mentioned to you 
this morning via telephone, my associate, Roger Brown, will be leaving our 
firm. As such, I will be taking over a portion of his current case load and will 
not have the time necessary to dedicate to your case. 
You may wish to contact Idaho State Bar Referral Services at 525 West 
Jefferson, Boise, Idaho 83702, (208) 334-4500. 
Thank you for contacting Goicoechea Law Offices and I wish you the best of 
luck in pursuing your claim. 





".GGI90ECHEA LAW OFFICE, CHTD. 
-~ ," :. 
_~;.'~ __ __ .~_ '_'_J ___ ". _ _ _ "-' .:- _~_. _ _ • . 
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<0> Saint Alphonsus I Life Bight 




~ -- ! . t 
Patient: CLARK, JAMES W G . " ~ 
MR#: 000739553 Hosp. Serv.: LF - Lf'A Diet. MD: RICK WEST~~ Erwlr,.P 
Vlsir#: 810808378 Date of Serviee: 04/1712008 Att.MD: POY. HUA~~.MD __ 
Date of Birth:  Admit: 04iI7/2001S U) 
EMPl#: 03814673 Disch: ~~£.~ (}-rL ~:::l W,' ~VL-~~ 
JobNumber: 1049154 Version: 0 ~r- '+/5 Tht.ft~rl rhe. ~ 
LIFE ruGHT / !".S~ ~;I:m£-i-7I-~~t- 7h~J 
ork ~ S/,;:. ~Fb'k& 'c>rz. 
FLIGHT NUMBER: 08-147 I. J4k /f?e,-,f ~ 70 Th£·"yJa.n. 
-:?6U'14lf~ c.v J I-n.t c p,,_ f 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: Pain in right forearm and right hand. 2 // {' 5~ Oi~ ~ 1-
Y / IS o..n 0 U.S h 'i:JC.r lh'l!..#v1 . 
PAST MEDICAL HISTORY: Petit mal seizures, no medications. Right elbow surgery one year a 0, ~ iff \cJ\ ' 
currently using a TENS unit to help alleviate pain. 0 OCJ..r ~l f V P'I.5 ih£ (k>",., hi l~ con 
MEDICATIONS: Nomedications. 7Ml /JP--> ~ I f}>/J{).~L e-.. ~/rnl~. . } 
ALLERGIES: DENIES. u.J J--I- f\..£.55.. tV/t&/ lOllS I ~ u~V.s(. +G:> ~ 1£1 \ '. 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: The patient is a 49-year-okJ who was at work at an onion processing 
plant. He states he got his ann caught in some sort of a roller assembly that only has about 1/4 inch of space 
between the rollers. pulled his forearm through and twisted it around. BJi*;f~r<:~ was stuck in the rollers 
t!@t.w~stilH!W\il)g.for at least l5 :minlltcsbefo~someone w~ableloctum~tI:lI:ni~Jimeryoff:He was 
sftlfmickiii"theunit for another' )3~2(}minffiesbeforeparamci:tMs:Could get hirneitnhated. He complains 
of associated numbness and tingling in all ofms fingers and thumb ofthe right hand and his right hand area. 
Paramedics arrived on scene. started an IV, gave the patient 10 mg of morphine, splinted the right toreann 
Th~tated that there is an abrasion/contusion over the mid forearm area with a significant depression 
wlieretiie roller wason both sides of his forearm. Unknown if there are any fractures. They say they did not 
feel any crepitance but they are suspecting a fracture. They splinted the ann, put 3; bandage on the abrasion 
area and awaited Life Flight amval. Patient denies any other injury. He denies ariy shortness of breath or 
any other pain or problems. This was an isolated foreann injury. I 
>REASON FOR AIR MEDICAL TRANSPORT: The patient has significant auma to his right forearm 
'. '.. ~l 
..... .. witp potential for compartment syndrome. He already has neurologic defici below the injury area and 
... ,~qle swelEllg)n,the hand. "·s~ ·, · , uires,a~nter~d<.. . ' .. ' .~surg.eonevall#,l!ion. PoteQtially co 
. '~j~€it-ound~rtWoUt cap~~malely ;annoutan · ah-ar. ·· ldransport is a ut 20 
.... , . ''\' . 
PHYSICALEX.~tNAl"ON: 
GENERAL: . '.' 
' 0..".. 
\ .. :: .... 
\ 
'. 
The patient is found supine on a stretcher in the back of an advanced life 
support ambulance' on scene. Patient is alert and oriented. Able to talk 
without difficulty. Skin is wann, dry and pink. Other than facial mask of 
' pain. he is in no obvious distress or obvious life threatening situation upon 
initial exam. We do note that his right forearm has been splinted and 
bandaged. He has no respiratory issues. 
Page I of3 
0-719-2581 p,1 
Aug 29 12 07:45a James Clark 
James w Clark 
3515 Harney set 
Vancouver wash 98660 
Z G! 2 ':,.,~ : '] P l;: C I 
JAMES W. CLARK Supreme Court docket NO.40016-2012 
Cia ima nt, Appellant 
v. 
Industrial commission No. 2008-013505n + seconj C!tYr0t'oY) or b!JcCd\Yt~~ c".-Co.Ai 
response to 
CRY BABY FOODS LLC EMPLOYER order regarding 
Defendant, Hearing worksheet 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND and other matters 
Surety 
Defendant-Respondent 
The claimant, Appellant must ask that Chief Judge Sergio A. Gutierrez 
be not considered do to conflict of interest was setting judge before 
another (au rt 
TO: Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman} & Thomas P. Baskin, commissioner 
& R.D. Maynard, commissioner and referee Douglas Donohue 
I~J1 
08/29/2012 WED 08:49 [TX/RX NO 8298J [4]001 
James w Clark 
3515 Harney set 
Vancouver wash 98660 
, C'~' '''~n 
ph. 1-360-258-1619 :,:L :VttJ 
;: -, .. ~: ~ ;\ ~_ (' f'1 r·j j "S S I (J N 
fax.1-360-719-2S81. ~ , " 
YY/ Th£1'~~D fV ZY>'l£ &»rr- .c Apzed 
--Before the industrial commission of tRe state of IdaRo 
JAMES W. CLARK Supreme Court docket No.40016-2012 
ClaimantJ Appellant 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS LLC EMPLOYER order regarding 
Defendant Hearing worksheet 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND and other matters 
Surety 
Defendant-Respondent 
The claimant} Appellant must ask that Chief Judge Sergio A. Gutierrez 
be not considered do to conflict of interest was setting judge before 
another court 
TO: Thomas E. Limbaugh} Chairman, & Thomas P. Baskin, commissioner 
& R.D. Maynard, commissioner and referee Douglas Donohue 
In response to your order regarding hearing worksheetJ filed August 
16th J 2012. 
On August I, 2012 claimant, appellant received an order from the 
Industrial commission stating that, due to the voluminous filings by 
claimant appellant the commission orders that the claimant, appellant 
cease filing any further request. The claimant appellant was only doing 
on the advice of the industrial commission suggestion duo to claimant, 
appellant's ignorance of the justices' filings. Claimant appellant (injured 
worker) was made to believe that the claimant appellant can file as I go 
and that filing everything at ones was not necessary. 
And the industrial commissions chairman & you two commissioners as 
a hole says under I.A.R. 29 and herby ordered that claimant appellant 
cease filing any further request. And that any further filing will be 
returned unfiled. 
On August 2, 2012 the claimant, appellant responded by objecting to 
the commission's order filed August Ith 2012 for the claimant, 
appellant to cease filings of any further requests for record to be 
forwarded to the Idaho state court of appeal. 
Claimant, appellant requested that the industrial commission to 
continue claimants, appellant filings of objection to the agencies 
records before the court of appeal due to claimants, appellant 
ignoranceJs to the filings of the courts. The industrial commission has 
made the claimant appellant revile do to the fact that claimant had 
misstated a number or something do to claimants, appellant ignorance 
to the wordings, and then an order by the industrial commission to 
1~19 
denied for these records to move any further to the court of appeal 
because you all say it has nothing to do with the hearing level if one is 
to read the filings as a hole you can see that these issues are related to 
the hearing and it's just the commission trying to cover there lies and 
there abuse of authority. 
On August 6th the appellant claimant responded to the commission 
asking about the filing of the claimantl appellants abjection to the 
commissions orders of august I 2012 and to this date of august 21 2012 
claimant, appellant still have not heard from the industrial commission 
on ether filing of august 2 and august 6 2012. Do to the fact that 
claimant appellant has tried his best to file properly claimant, appellant 
in the filings if one is to read the facts to the filing is clearly in few and 
should have been processed to the court of appeal. 
August 8 2012 claimant, appellant received a phone call from the clerk 
of the record's MS Wilson about a hearing that has been set to discuss 
all maters still pending before the industrial commission and at that 
time Ms. Wilson stated that there was one that was a 154 pages and 
that the industrial would only be discussing the filing after the industrial 
commissions order filed august I 2012 due to the fact that the 
commission had already set this date and MS Wilson the clerk of the 
records was trying to make the claimant, appellant to believe that I 
must attend but appellant claimant finally had to tell MS Wilson that I 
was to watch my 2 grandkids while my daughter and son-in-law go on 
their honeymoon from their wedding of Jan 2012 and to her fax and 
mail claimant appellant the date and appellant claimant will let Ms. 
Wilson know if appellant ,clamant is available the claimant appellant 
never did receive a fax copy of the date of hearing that the clerk of the 
agencies record sa id . 
3-(0 
;1! I 
If . . I . . I 
U(l' US! \'"'CL./ [ fI' \V 0 i )1\ I o 
August 13 20012 claimants, appellant had to sync to pick up a 
letter at the post office from the industrial commission. And it was a 
letter setting hearing for the same time and date that the claimant, 
appellant had told Ms. Wilson the clerk of the record for the industrial 
commission that the appellant, claimant had told her just 5 days earlier 
that appellant clamant good not make it to Boise Idaho for hearing for 
it was not enough notice. 
Then on August 16th 2012, the appellant, claimant received order 
regarding hearing worksheet by US mail and set hearing for date the 
appellant claimant was told by Miss Wilson, clerk of the records, and by 
the commission that we would be discussing matter that are still 
pending, but the appellant claimant is confused as to what records are 
still pending. The fact that the appellant claimant has received several 
filed documents that have been altered and sent back as non-filed. 
One can see when holding up to the sunlight, that one has used 
whiteout to cover up the received part of the filing "filed, month, date 
and year} and the words Industrial Commission. 
Due to the fact that some of these documents include filings of 
documents that the appellant claimant sent to the Industrial 
Commission for filing to the Idaho State Court of Appeals. 
Do to the fact that Miss Wilson has continued to not work with the 
appellant claimant to put the basis of my certificate of filing so the 
appellant claimant can keep track of the filings for as the commission 
suggested that claimant appellant did not have to file all at once his 
objection's or removal of record. duo to the fact the appellant clamant 
has filed a few with only two pages and then to uncover the fact the 
r 
:I \\j olU s"'-\--\'--C'L ~ \ 
three has been reguards sent back as non-filed that had been stamp as 
filed and covered up with whiteout the claimant is now confused on 
what has been filed and what has not been filed. 
On August 16th 2012 you order the claimant, appellant to complete the 
hearing worksheet and return the same to the Industrial Commission 
no later than 5:00 p.m. Thursday, August 23, 2012. And you told the 
appellant claimant that you would fax a copy all pending objection and 
filing that would be discussed at the hearing. 
On August 8th, MS Wilson told me that one document was 154 pages. 
August 18th 2012 upon receiving the order of august 16th 2012 by mail 
of hearing worksheet, the appellant claimant contacted Miss Wilson I 
clerk of the records, and during our conversation I ask her about the 
154 pages, and at that time she told me there wasn't any 154 pages. 
Based on these fact that appellant claimant had been made to believe 
the commission has the right to alter the face of a document and sent it 
back to the appellant claimant due to the fact that the appellant 
claimant has still has not heard back from the Industrial Commission 
on appellant Claimant question of law filed August 9 2012, does the 
Commission have the right to alter documents. Do to the fact that the 
appellant claimant has not received a response to his request and to 
allow clamant, appellant filings to move forward to the Idaho State 
Court of Appeals, and to accept appellant filings do to his ignorance to 
these judicial rules and procedures and the wordings. The appellant 
claimant can clearly show that he has tried to. 
" \ 
l\j 
1 l'/' II ;." ,. \ I C iU 
RULE 2. DEFINITIONS 
(A) "Appeal." Writing, signed by an interested party or legal 
representative, containing words that, by fair 
interpretation, present a claim for review. 
When the claimant, appellant rebuts for a new hearing based on 
facts even with documents clearly show the Altamont abuse of 
authority by the industrial commission denying claimant, 
appellant with a new hear, 
RULE 5. BRIEFS 
COMMENT: Pro se refers to those parties who represent 
themselves before the Commission. Such parties are encouraged to 
comply with the citation requirements. A pro se brief that does not 
strictly comply with the citation requirements will be deemed to have 
complied as long as the pro se party appears to have made a good 
faith effort to apprise the Commission of the facts and law on which 
he or she relies. 
When claimant, appellant filed a motion for final review of all records 
claimant, appellant was denied based on the Industrial commission 
actions stated that claimant, appellant had already received all 
records and exhibits during the course of the case and before hearing. 
Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman, & Thomas P. Baskin, commissioner & 
R.D. Maynard, commissioner 




between august 15 2008 through October 
102008 by stating by law the defendant cannot get claimant privet 
health records or claimants Idaho Department of correction records 
but had infect had sent them to a doctor olt who evaluated the 
claimant on October 10 2008 on the request of the Idaho state 
insurance fund. 
Thomas E. Limbaughl Chairman I & Thomas P. Baskinl commissioner & 
R.D. Maynard, commissioner 
Thomas E. Limbaughl Chairman, & Thomas P. Baskin, commissioner & 
R.D. Maynard, commissioner 
Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman, & Thomas P. Baskin, commissioner & 
R.D. Maynard, commissioner between October 152008 through 
meddle of November 2008 by stating by law the defendant cannot get 
claimant pre injury health records and the state insurance fund 
Believes that there may have been Or had not between an injury 
to the mid forearm or elbow (is that of the statement not a fact 
could be call?, due to the fact that the state fund was lying to the 
industrial commission to force the claimant to sync medical release 
forms to cover up there fraud that was committed 
Intrinsic fraud 
n. an intentionally false representation (lie) which is part of 
the fraud and can be considered in determining general 
7--ro 
and punitive damages. This is distinguished from extrinsic 
fraud (collateral fraud) which was a deceptive means to 
keeping one from enforcing his/her legal rights. The claimant 
appellant believes it to be.) 
and Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman, & Thomas P .. Baskin; 
commissioner & R.D. Maynard, commissioner& referee Douglas 
on the matter 0/ the 
claimants privet health records from prison records as stated in the 
defendants MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLA/MANT"S 
REGUESTS FOR DELETION Of AGENCY RECORDS 
Infect and for a FACT had sent them to Eric f, Holt, M.D.J P.A. 
who evaluated the claimant on October 10 2008 on the request 
of the Idaho state insurance fund, if one is to read the report as 
a hole you can clearly see that the the claimant had ask Mr. holt 
where did he get those files and if one is to read the report as a 
Hole then one can read that the question IN REGUARDS TO 
GOUWRT being ask of claimant was IN records that the IDAHO 
STATE INSURANCE FUND WAS AT THAT MOMENT ON THE 
RECORD TO THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION TO FORCE THE 
CLAIMANT TO SYN MEDICAL RELEASE FORMS DOU TO THE 
FACT THE IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND CANNOT BY LAW 
RECEIVE CLAIMANTS HEALTH RECORD WITHOUT CLAIMANT 
SYNINIG THESE MEDICAL RELEASE RECORD THAT THE STATE 
8-1f) 
INSURANC FUND DID NOT PERTECT THAT THE STATE 
INSURANCE fund RECEIVED BY way of FRAUD. 
· \ 
'tv 
Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman, & Thomas P. Baskin, commissioner & 
R.D. Maynard, commissioner& referee Douglas Donohue, and is it not 
a fact that the claimant was the one to uncover the fact and not the 
industrial commission on the matter of the claimants privet health 
records AND CLAIMANT prison records as stated in the defendants 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S REGUESTS FOR 
DELETION OF AGENCY RECORD. 
a nd Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman, & Thomas P. Baskin, 
commissioner & R.D. Maynard, commissioner& referee Douglas 
that the commission based there claimants PTSD of 5% work related if 
one is to read in the findings of fact the claimant refused not discuss 
anything that DOCTOR HOLT WAS ASKING AND BY THE COMMUISSION 
STATENENTTHAT CLAIMANT OPENLY SPOKE ABOUT THE SOME THING 
BUT WAS NOT BEING ONEST TO DOCTOER Holt again if on would read 
the report as a hole then you would know and understand why 
Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman, & Thomas P. Baskin, commissioner & 
R.D. Maynard, commissioner& referee Doug/as Donohue, 
With watt you the commission has refused to here and the clear effect 
that the claimant, appellant will not be able to make it to the any date 




{ 1 ~v'-L i U· \--'- ' \ 
not get a fair hearing do to the fact I wanted a in person hearing and 
more over the claimant, appellant cannot trust the commission in any 
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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer, 
Defendant, 
and 



















Supreme Court Docket No. 400 J 6-20 12 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-13505 
Ref. No. NONE-Order of this Court 
WHEREAS, Appellant James W. Clark has filed more than twenty (20) objections to the 
original Agency Record as prepared by the Industrial Commission; 
WHEREAS, Appellant James W. Clark continues to file objections to the Agency Record at the 
Industrial Commission; 
WHEREAS, pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 44, this Court hereby ENTERS THE 
FOLLOWING ORDER in the above entitled appeal: 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that the Industrial Commission shall prepare the Supplemental 
Record as it currently exists and shall accept no additional filings regarding such Record. The Industrial 
Commission shall then serve the Supplemental Record on the parties and this Court in accordance with 
Idaho Appellate Rule 29. Appellant James W. Clark shall then have twenty-one (21) days from the date 
the Supplemental Record is served on the parties and this Court to file, IN WRITING, any objections to, 
or any additions, to the Supplemental Record as prepared by the Industrial Commission. Appellant 
James W. Clark may ONLY FILE ONE OBJECTION to the Supplemental Record in person, or via U.S. 
Mail, to the Clerk's office at the Idaho Supreme Court. Any filing must contain an original plus two 
copies; FAX flUNG SHALL NOT BE PERMITTED and no further objection, request for addition. nor 
Amended Notice of Appeal may be filed with either the Industrial Commision nor, the Idaho Supreme 
Court. Respondent shall have fourteen (14) days to respond to any objection filed by Appellant James 
W. Clark. Subsequently, the Idaho Supreme Court will review any filing regarding this Supplemental 
Record and will issue one such Order. 
ORDER - Docket No. 40016-2012 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that any Order by the Idaho Supreme Court regarding the 
appellate record shall be FINAL and briefing due dates will subsequently be set. 
DATED this -'3 I day of August, 2012. 
ArrEST: 
cc: James W. Clark,pro se 
Counsel of Record 
Industrial Commission Secretary 
ORDER- Docket No. 400l6·2012 
By Order of the Supreme Court 
Roger S. Burdick, Chief Justice 
CERTIFICATION OF AUGMENTED RECORD 
I, Marie Amold, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial 
Commission, do hereby certify that the foregoing record contains tme and correct copies of all 
pleadings, documents, and papers designated to be included in the Agency's Record Supreme 
Court No. 40016-2012 on appeal by Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules and by the Industrial 
Commission's Order Denying Appellant's Request for Additional Records Pursuant to LA.R. 
29(a), filed August 1, 2012, and Order Denying Requests for Deletions to the Record, filed 
August 24, 2012, pursuant to the provisions of Rule 29. 
I further certify that all exhibits offered or admitted 111 this proceeding, if any, are 
correctly listed in the List of Exhibits. Said exhibits will be lodged with the Supreme Court upon 
settlement of the Reporter's Transcript and Agency's Record herein. 
DATED this 7th day of September, 2012. 
CERTIFICATION OF AUGMENTED RECORD 
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BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendant -Respondent. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
NOTICE OF COMPLETION 
OF AUGMENTED 
AGENCY'S RECORD 
TO: STEPHEN KENYON, Clerk of the Courts; and 
James W. Clark, Pro Se Claimant/Appellant; and 
Alan HulllRachael O'Bar, for the Defendant/Respondent. 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the Augmented Agency's Record was completed 
on this date, and, pursuant to Rule 24(a) and Rule 27(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, copies of the 
same have been served by regular U.S. mail upon each of the following: 
JAMES W. CLARK 
3515 HARNEY ST 
VANCOUVER, W A 98660 
DATED this 7th day of September, 2012. 
ALANK. HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
Assistant Commission Secretary. 
NOTICE OF COMPLETION OF AUGMENTED AGENCY'S RECORD 
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